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Young Wild West After "White Horse Jack"
Or, ARIETTA AND THE WILD MUSTANG
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-Wild and "White Horse Jack"
Meet.
"A herd of wild horses, by jingo!"
"Yes, and a man on a white horse driving them.
That seems odd, Wild, for the horses don't seem
to be much frightened, and yet it can be readily
seen that they have never been broken. They
are a lot of Texas mustangs that have never felt
a halter, if I am any judge."
"Well, I reckon you're a pretty good judge, Et.
You've seen all kinds of horses, and if you can't
tell what's what when you see it, no one can."
The speakers were Young Wild West, the
Prince of the Saddle and the· Champion Deadshot of the West, and his golden-haired sweetheart, Arietta Murdock. The boy and gfr! had
just reached the top of a Jong slope on the prairie
of what was then the southwestern part- of the
Indian Territory, but now the State of Oklahoma, and they had come upon the sight that had
caused the remarks. Coming up the hill, not
more than a couple of hundred feet behind them,
were the rest of the party, which consisted of
Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, and his wife, Anna;
Jim Dart, a boy, who had not yet reached the
age of twenty, and his sweetheart, Eloise Gardner, and two Chinamen, who were" leading a
pack horse.
When i-oung Wild West first saw the herd of
horses he had not seen the man riding a mustang, and when his sweetheart called his attention to this he was not a little surprised. There
were probably a hundred horses in the herd and
they were going along at an easy -gait, pawing,
~tamping and switching their long tails, as
foough they were defying the man on the white
horse to catch them. Our hero beckoned for
their companions to hurry up the hill, and they
lost no time in obeying.
"Hello!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, as he
brushed aside his long, black hair. "What's this
-a galoot has got a lot of wild mustangs in
tow, eh?"
"That's about the size of it, Charlie," answered
Wild, as his friends always called him. "They
are coming right ::,Jong this way, so we may as
well wait and have a ,good look at them."
"It looks as though he meant to drive them to
a corral somewhere," Jim Dart observed, as he
cast a sweeping glance over the prairie in search
of the probable spot the horseman was heading

for.

B·ut there was nothing anywhere that looked

like a corral, though, as the boy looked, but he
saw smoke arising from behind a timber strip
something like five mil'e s away.
"A ranch, I reckon, Wild," he said, pointing it
out to the young deadshot. "That's where that
fellow is trying to get the wild horses, most
likely."
"Right ' you are, Jim," was the reply. "I was
so much occupied in watching the horseman that
I did not see that smoke. Welt, .as it is getting
rather late in the day, I reckon we'll head that
way, and if there is a ranch there we may be
able to get accommodations for the night. Hello!
'l'he herd has noticed us and-by Jove! There
they go like the wind!"
Sure enough, the wild mustangs had taken
fright at the sight of our friends and they were
tearing away to the right like mad. Tlie man
on the white horse did not try to stop them; he
no doubt realized how useless it would be. Instead, he turned his horse and came galloping
toward the hill. As he drew nearer Young Wild
West saw that he wall a cowboy of the plain ordinary sort, as far as his general appear~nce
went. He was attired with ~ little more taste
th3:n the average workers on a ranch, however,
whi,ch showed that he was inclined to be a
dandy, as the saying goes. Our friends rode
slowly to meet him, and the next minute he
galloped up to them and reined in the handsome
white steed he was mounted upon.
"Hello, there!" he called out. "I s'pose yer
feet satisfied, now that you've stampeded my
herd! It's a wonder yer couldn't have kept back
out of sight till I ,g ot past!"
The cowboy appeared to be much put out, and
it was evident that he wanted to quarrel, too.
Young Wild West never looked for trouble with
any one, but if any one nersisted in making it
he was always on hand for business.. Cool and
daring, and always resourceful1 the young deadshot had made a name for himself throughout
the West. And, with his long, chestnut hair
hanging over his shoulders, he made a handsome
figUl'e, indeed. There was something exceedingly
dashing about him, and the cowboy, who called
himself White Horse Jack, seemed to notice it,
after he had looked at him for a few seconds.
"Who are you, young feller?" he asked, suddenly.
"Why would you like to know, stranger?" was
the cool retort.
"Well, I've got an idea who - yer are, but I
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ain't sure. It don't make any difference who
yer are, though. That don't alter ther case any.
You an' them with yer has stampeded my
horses."
"If we stampeded your horses, as you call
them, we didn't do it intentionally. So please
drop it. Since you seemed to want to know,_I'll
tell you-I go by the name of Young Wild
West!"
"Jest what I thought!" exclaimed White Horse
Jack. "I heard a galoot what knows yer when
he sees yer sorter describe yer one day, an' after
I got ter lookin' at yer fur a minute I jest made
up my mind that it was you. But, as I said
afore, it don't make no difference. You stampeded my ponies-I'll allow that it was jest you
alone what did it. Now what are yer goin' ter
do about it?"
The boldness of the man caused our hero to
give a start. But he now understood that White
Horse Jack was looking for trouble, and he was
going to let him have all he wanted of it.
"I'll tell you what I am going to do about
it," he answered, coolly, as he dismounted. "I
am going to thrash you for being so impudent!
Do you hear what I say?"
"Vv ow!" snorted the cowboy, _as he threw the
bridle Tein over his horse's head. "I'm your
huckleberry, Young Wild West! I'm jest mad
all over, an' I wo-::i't feel satisfied till I muss you
up. I'm White Horse Jack, an' I kin do things!"
.Instead of being at al] frightened, the girls of
the party looked amused.
"Light into me, you simple-minded _galoot!" t1!-e
young deadshot exclaimed. "There is no use m
talking a whole lot about it. Do something!"
The cowboy stepped back a little, 1·olled up
his sleeves and then spat upon his hands.
"Wow!" he yelled, as though he was trying
to strike terror to the heart of the boy.
Then he made a leap forward to grab Wild.
Spat! Our hero's fist shot out straight :f:mm the
shoulder and caught him fairly on the mouth. It
was one of the hardest blows Wild had ever deJiv~red, and as the man was rushing at him at
the time it had a double effect. Thud! White
Horse Jack went to the ground as though he had
been kicked by a mule.
"I never felt more like hitting a man in my
life than I did just then," the young deadshot
remarked, as he turned to his companions. "That ,
fellow is the biggest bluffer I've seen in a good
while. I reckon that settled him, though."
White Horse Jack lay perfectly still for a few
seconds, and then he feebly arose to a sitting
p·o sture, gasping and spitting out blood and some
of his front teeth as ·well.
"Are you satisfied?" Wild asked. as he bent
over him. "If you are not, I will help you up,
and then give you another one."
"I-I've got enough!" came the ouick reply.
"Yer hit me awful hard, Young Wild West."
"Yes, and I feel just like hitting you again.
Any one who would act the wav you have deserves to get a thrashing. I told you I would
give you one, but I didn't hardly think it would
only take one crack in the. mouth to do it."
The defeated man made no reply, but as he recovered his full senses he took a handkerchief
from his pocket and wiped his mouth.
"I reckon you'd better go an' see ther dentist
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now," said Cheyenne Charlie, with a _grin. "Yer
need some false teeth."
"Never mind!" was the reply. "I was lookin'
fur it an' I got it. Don't say no more about it.
But I'll see yer all ag'in, I hope."
So saying, he arose to his feet and w,ent to·
his waiting horse. Swinging himself in the sadd_le, White Horse Jack rode away in the direction the herd of wild mustangs had taken. They
were out of sight now, fo.r they had taken to
the timber. Our friends watched the cowboys
as he rode away, and Wild said:
"I reckon that isn't the last we will see of
that galoot. He is one of the peculiarly bad
kind, I think. You can't tell just how to take
·
him."
"W'ell, you took him alJ right, I reckon," remarked the scout. "I never seen a galoot git · it
any w0rse than he did. That crack in ther
mouth will las~ him as long_ as he lives, fur he
lost three of hlS teeth from it. Which way now
I
Wild?"
"For the smoke we saw a little while ago,"
was tlYe reply. "It may be that White Horse
Jack belongs over there, and it may not. But
it makes no difference; we'll go there, anyhow."
. It was late in . the fall of the year, and the
mghts were gettmg to l;,e quite cool, so they
felt that it would be an agreeable change to
sleep indoors, providing there was a ranch there
and the:\'. were _welcome to stop. They rode o~
to the timber JUSt as though nothing had happened, and when they reached it White Horse
Jack was no longer to be seen. As he had not
~eaded the _way they were going. they felt that
it was possible that he did not belong there but
had simply drifted around that way. But he
had said that he was trying to drive the wild
mustangs to a corral somewhere, and that made
it look as though the smoke came from the .Tanch
house to which the conal belonged. The timber strip proved to be less than half a mile in
width, and as they emerged from it on the
o~her side they saw a - sm'.111 ranch hardly a mile
distant. There was a big- corral near it, and
that told them that in all probability the cow•
boy belonged there.
CHAPTER II.-:The Welcom~ at Climber's Ranch.
'.J'here was still some smoke coming from th·e
chimney of the house, which showed that some
on~ was preparin_g t~e evening meal. Young
Wild West and his friends rode right up to it,
and as they came to a halt an elderly man with
'
·
a long beard, came out.
"How are yer, strangers?" he called out in
'
a friendly way. "Ain't lost are yer ?"
"No, not exactly," answer;d Wild. ·,,we saw
t~e smoke f'.!"om your chimney while the other
side of the timber strip and we decided to come
?Ver an~ ~op till morning. How about it? Was
it all. right to come over, or don't you care to
take m any guests?"
"Sartin it's all right. Yer don't often find a
ran?h where it ain't all _right, do yer? I reckon
;,"OU re welcome to the1• best We kin give yer an'
'
1t won't cost a two-cent- piece either "
"T~ank you! We could ca~p out· all right.
But 1f you've got room for us it will be a change.•
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Our hero dismounted, and his partners did
likewise. They a ssisteJ the g:rls to the ground,
a. , the,. most always d:d, though it was not
neccsa1:y, as they were so us~d to t,ie . sad1le''
t.,,at foey could mount and dismount with tae
g1eate.<t of ease. '.i'he ranchman gave his nai1~e
a s H ugh Climber, and when he learned who ms
guests were he seemed to be much pleased. Huih
Cli-:1ber hurriedly ,vent into the hou,;e, and tne
next minute he came out, followed by a short,
stocky woman, who was the picture of good nature.
"This is Margaret_my wife," he explained.
"Sh:::ke hands with Young Wild West an' his
fri ends, :Margaret. You've heard talk about 'em,
I reckon, though yer never 'spected tcr entertam
'em , it ain"t likely."
"I'm glad to see you all," said the woman, and
she spoke as though sl~e. meant it, ~oo. It ain'.t
often that we have visitors, especially women
foiks. I'm awful glad that you stopped."
"So are :we, since we find that we are so welcome," answered Arietta. "Don't pu! yourself
out of the way on our account, Mrs. Climber. We
are satisfied to take what we can get. We don't
want anything different to eat from your regular fare."
"Just leave that to me," she answered; and
then , turning to her hushand, she added: .
"Jes t call Hi, will yer, nugh? I w:.m t !um to
give me a little help. It won't take long to fix
up somethin' for these folks. Th,?y lo.:>k as
though they are a bit tired an' hungry, an' I
wouldri't have it said t;,.at strangers ever went
away hungry from ClimbeT·s ranch."
·
"All right," het better half .~nswe!·ed._ . .
Then he put his hands to ln~ mou.h, m 1m1tation of a speaking trumpet, and yelled at the
top of his voice:
.
"Hi! Hey, you Hi! Come here, will ye,r?
Margaret wants yer to help her a little. ~ ve
got company."
"All right," came the reply, and ~hen a. very
tall and thin .man came out of_ a httle snanty
not far from the house. His hair was long, and
of a mixture of yellow _and g:ray1 while. a goatee
adorned his chin, makmg his .tace look longer
and thinner than it r~ally ,vas. ~e. walke4 ..~lowly to the house, looking at the VJS!tors wi.11 no
little interest.
"That's my cousin from l\1ainc," explained the
ranchman. "He ain't been here very long, an' he
ain't got used ter our ways. He's slower than
molasses in ther dead of winter, an' he'd rather
chew tobacker an' whittle a piue stick than he
would ter woTk. But his mother died an' he had
no one E a st who would take him in, so I sent
him ther money t~r come out here an' help me
on the1· ranch.· He ain't an awful lot of help,
though."
The very cut of the man was enough to make
any one believe that the ranchman spoke the
truth, for his whole manner was one of lazy
careleEsness.
"Hullo!" he said, with a drawl, as he paused
before our friends. "My! but I didn't expect_ to
see no sich putty gals here. Hugh, ther_ lnJun
Territory ain't quite so ba.d as I thought 1t was.
Look what fine horses, too! An' that boy with
ther Jong hair! He's jest about what I call a
real Westerner."
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All this was said in such a drawling way foai
it took him a great deal longer to g et it out
than if he had spoken the same as an orJ:n::ir~person does.
"It's Young "Wild \Vest an' his pards, a11' the1
gals, too, H ,." said the ranch!nan. "Yo.1 heard
ther boys talkin' about Young Wikl West only
ther other day. They had read somethin' about
him in one of ther papers what come up from
the1· store."
"Yes, I know," was the retort. "Gre<'.~ punkins! Who'd ever thought that we wa · goin' ter
see ther Champion Deadshot of ther West,
though!"
Hi went on inside with Mrs. Climber, and
then the ranchman said:
"Let ther gals go on in, an' I'll show yer
where yer kin put your horses."
The girls we;it in without delay, and then
Wild and his partners and the two Chinamen
followed Climber to a long, lo,", tu··nble-down
structure that was evidently called the barn.
But there were stalls eno11gh in it for the horses,
and Climber unlocked the fcedhousc and told
them they could put their campirg outfit there.
Hop and Wing worked lively ::ind soon had everything stowed away.
"Them heathens knows ho"· ter work, too," observed the ranchman, though~fully. "I never
knowed there was much work in 'cm."
"Well, we have two of the smarte~t ones that
ever struck Prisco," Wild assure,! hir.1. "That
makes a big difference, you know."
"Oh, that's how it is, eh?"
"Me vel!y muchee smartee Chinee," said Hop,
as they finisheJ the work of lookin~ after the
horses, and started to return to the hou~e. "Me
gottee uncle in China what velly muchee smartee,
and me al!ee samee likee my uncle, RO be."
Climber grinned, for the Cclesfo,l seemed to
be so si!nple-minded and innocent that he could
not help it. "What he says is rig-ht, I reckon," spoke up
Cheyenne Charlie. "Hop Wah is sari.inly ~me of
tner smaitest Chinamen what ever drinked tea,
or smoked opium. He's a sleight-of-hand feller
-born that way, I reckon-an' he-kin play d•aw
poker faster tlian a team cf horseR lcin pull an
empty wagon down hill. Don't think that he's
half as simple as he looks, 'cause he ain't."
"How about ther othc1· fellow?" queried the
1·anchman.
•
"Well he ain't much out of ther onlhary. He's
a mighty g-ood cook, an' there's a little fun in
him once in a while. He used ter be a very reck!E>ss sort of a heathen, but he's tamed down a
whole Jot in ther last year or two. His brother
kin make up fur him, though."
"Oh, they'i·e brothers, then?"
"That's what they claim. But don't yer think
they look alike?"
"Yes but all Chinese seems ter look alike."
They all went to the house, and Arietta came
out to meet them.
"Oh, Wild!" she exclaimed. "What do you
think? White Horse Jack does belong here, and
he is the fourth one of the family, too. I suppose there will be more trouble when he comes
home."
"What's that?" spoke up the ranchman.
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"'Yhite Horse Jack make trouble when he comes?
What'd he do that fur, I'd like ter "know?"
"hell, I reckon he don't like us-me, especially," answered our hero. "We met him just the
other side of the timber, and because we came
along and happened to scare a herd of mustangs
he was driving, he came over to n and ·wanted to
clean. me out. "\'le had a few word.;; and then I
gave him a thrashing. lle cbn't feel very good
over it, I reckon, and whe,1 he comes here and
finds Uf; ,-0ur guests the chances are that he
won't like it much."
"Well, I don't care wretrer he likes it or not!"
exclaimed the ranchman. "He's my foreman, an'
he's treated ther same ::s if he was one of ther
family. But he mustn't interfere w·th my guests,
even if he is ther s'Tlartest hor<:e herrler in this
section. White Horse Jack is a little touchy, I
know; but he hadn't oughter have pitkecl a row
with you folks, jest 'cause yer happened ter
come along an' scare his mustangs. I"!I see ter
it that he don ·t make no trouble. You folks jest
make yourselves at home."
It was just then that the clatter of lloofs
sounded, and looking around, they saw a horseman galloping toward the house. It was White
Horse Jack! Anra and Eloi-:e now came out on
the porch, for they had heard all that was said,
and they were anxious to see how the mustang
}·( ·ler w0uld act. The white mustang came to
a bait within a few feet of the porch and White
HorsP Jack dismounted.
"What's ther matter, Jack?" as 1,ed the raTlchman. "I !:ear that ")U!r was so hot-headed a little
while a,o that yer got licked. Now, don·t go
ter makin' any trouble around here. If yer do,
I'IJ set down on yer, business or no business!"

CHAPTER III.-Jack's Determination.
When he 1·ode away from our friends White
Horse Jack did not head for the ranch he belonged to because he wanted to meet three
friPrds first. The man was a ve_ry vindictive
feilow, and one who thought that whatever he
Faid must go, no matter what any one else
thought. Hugh Climber made a business of
raising horses more than he did of cattle, and
Jack, r.s he was called bv his companions of the
ranch, was a verv valuable ma>1 to him. Beingexpert in the saddle and really wonderful with
t]:e lasso, White Horse .Jack bad made a name
for himself in that section. and any cowboy or
nll'st:1nger would admit that he had no equal in
1,·" li11e of business. He had also become quite
a d::mclv, and whenever there was a dance at one
of the r'l.nches hc was in great demand by the
rt'rl~. :\futtering vengearire on the dashing
younf< deadshot who had thrashed him so easily,
he rode off to find his three boon comnanions,
kno\'·ing- for a certainty that he would find plenh· of s\·mpathv there. The three men were cowboys. as might be supnosed, but they had put in
a lot of thei,· time with the bronchos and mustanu·s, and they were called experts by the averni,;e rancher.
Jack knew just about where to find them, and
as he rounded the north encl of the timber strip
he, saw them driving about a dozen horses that
O
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belonged to Climber and four 01· five wild st"cecls
among them. The rascally felloi1·-ior such he
was, unquestionably-urged the splendid white
horse he was mounted upon forward, and h a
short time he was with the three men.
"What in thunder is ther matter, Jack?"
queried one of them, as he noticed the herder's
badly battered mouth. "Did one of ther muss·
tangs land on yer with his hoots?"
"No, Kelly," was the reply; "a boy hit me with
his fist. that's all."
"\Vhat!" ga,:ped the three cowboys, in un·"on.
"That'., right. Got a piece of stickin' plaster?
My lip is cut putty bad."
"1fo~e has got plenty of it. Give us a piece,
Mose. I 11 fix Jack up in no time. Why, hano-ed
if yer ain"t had two or three of yer front te~th
knocked out!"
"Yes; an', as I jest said, it was a boy what
done it."
"That don't sound possible, Jack," said l\fose,
as he got the piece of plaster ready. "Yer ain't
iooliri' us, are yer?"
"Oh, no. fl] tell yer! It wa;; Young Wild
West what hit me. It was all my fault, I k'low.
But I was so blamed mad 'carn,e him an' his
gang scared a lot of mu tang~ I harl in tow that
I jest had ter pick a muss. He told me who he
was, too; but that didn't make no difference ter
White Horse .Jack 1 You know that af; well as
I do. Well. ter make a long story short, we got
off our horses an' got ready ter fight. I lit out
fur him, an' then he hit me in ther mouth. That
was all th<'re ·was to it, boys. But yer kin bet
that I'll git square with him fur ther crack he
give me, if it take- a hundred years!"
"I should think yer would, Jack." spoke up
Mose, as re proceeded to apply the plaster. "You
ain't ther kind of a man as oughter be treated
that \vay. You're altogether too good tE'r be
battecl in the mouth like that. But I can't understand it how a boy could co it. I'll-bet yer
wasn't lookin' Fquare at him when he done it."
"No, not square at Vim, yer kin be sure of
that. If he had been Young Wild West or no
onp else couldn ·t have hit him," said Kelly.
The villain felt of the plaster, and, finding it
was aJJ right, he looked at Mose and said:
"You're a sorter docto ... , Mose; have yer got
anything ter ease my bleedin' gums?"
"You bet I have Jack!" was the reply. "I was
jest goin' ter git it out."
The next minute' a flask of whisky was placed
in the mustanger's hands. and, removing the
cork, he placed it to his lips and took two or
three good ;;wallows.
"That's all right," he said, with a sigh of relief, as he handed the flas back. "It eased my
gums, tickled my palate an' warmed up my insides, all at the same time."
The four were standing upon a little knoll,
where the grass happened to be rich and plenty,
and while their hor,>es nibbled away at it they
talked it over. The three cowboys wanted to
know all about Young Wild West; how he looked
and talked, and how hi,: companions looked and
talked. They were much interested when they
heard that he was, in all likelihood, going to
stop at the ranch over night.
"I want ter Bee him. anyhow," said Kelly. "I'd
like ter see them gals, too. One of 'em is as
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good as any man at l'opin' cattle an' handlin' a of the house and washed up. It galled
gun, Ive heard. I b.elieve her name is Henl'i- appear befol'€ the girls with his bruised him to
mouth,
etta."
but there was no help for it. Meanwhile Hop
"ATietta," corrected Blink, who seemed to and Win,r had been looking around the
know bettel' than his companions. "I heard Dave and, as there v,as nothing to attract premises
their atHake down in Tolliver, say what her name was. tention, they dropped into the kitchen.
The
1-Ie's 'seen ther whole gang of 'em. She's a very man from l\1aine g1i1;ned when
he saw them.
handsome blonde gal, an' she's ther one Young
«-vVhar cl1d you two fellers come from?" he
Wild West is sweet on."
.
asked. "Flom China," promptly answered Hop,
"Well, boys," the mustanger said, after a looking at him, innocently.
pause, "I reckon I'll ride on slow to_ ther ranch;
"Ha, ha, ha!"
I jest want ter find out if Youn_g· Wild West an
Hi laughed heartily, and Mrs. Climber was
his gang has stopped there. lf they have they fo1·ced to join him. Hop sat clown
in an old
must have got there by this time."
rocker and, pulling out
cigar, lighted it. Wing
It was a good five miles to the ranch, and, . 'went over by the open a d001·
sat down on
leaving· his three pals to attend to then. work, the step . There was somethingand
about the YanWhite Hoise Jack set o'.lt at a galhp. His was kee that appea'ed to the joke-loving Chinaman,
a pi·etty swift steed , and the gro'.lnd was ra~icl- and, strive as he might, he could
not put back
ly covered. Soon he reached the \OP of '." '.·1se, the temptation to pb.y a trick on
and then the ranch house and otner buildmgs he did not war.t to do anything that ~m. But
would put
were less than half a mile ahead of him, He the supper back, for he was pretty hungry.
was much pleased when he saw that the party
"You be clone pletty soonee?" he asked, smilhad P-Ot there and were in front of the hou~e.
ing at Hi.
"T'll tave t~r sorter 'po 1ot;ize fur gittin' li.:ke<l,
"He'll be clone jest as soon
he gits that
I s'pose," he muttered, as he g-ritted hard upon chicken ready fur fryin','' said as
the ranchman's
his teeth. "It'll be h:,_rd ter do it, but if I'm wife. "He's mightv g_ood at g·ttin' fowls ready
goin' ter git square with !her roung galoot I've fur ther pan, an' as I've got six fat pu'lets
an'
got ter go careful about 1t, I 11 have ~hat ya)- one young rooster ter fry, J wanted
ter help
ler-haired gal afore to-moner mornm , see 1f git 'em ready. There! He's done him
now, fur I
I don't!" Then Young Wild West had bette1· kin do ther rest myself."
look out how lie comes around lookin' fur her!"
"Did yer want me fur anything?" Hi asked,
He rode up to the house and dismounted, as looking at the Chinaman, as he
washed his
has been recorded.
hands.
"O'h, I ain't lookin' fur any trouble, Boss
"Me likce have-e lillee talk with you, so be,"
Climber," he said, in a11swer to the ranchma~'s was the reply. Hop got up and walked
outside,
remarks. "I ain't no hog-, an' I know when I
Hi following him. Hop pulled
a two-dollar
got enough. I'm sorry fur what happe'led. Im bill when they were where no oneout
sure. I made a fool of myAelf. an' I'm sorry It was a rank counterfeit, but Hicould see them.
did not know
fur it. I won't try sich a thin<>; _a1fin; I wa~ frp d;fference. Two-dollar bills were
very scarce
so mad aoout ther mustangs bem s.~1;1r,eded with him, and he never saw them vite11
-:llvu~n
that I didn't hardly know what I. wa~ dom.
to g ,.,t a line on them.
"V,ell" spoke up our hero, m his cool anrl
"You wantee mRkee two clollee ?" Hop asked.
easy w~y, "I am glad you think ~hat way. It
"How?" came the question, eagerly.
was aU your fault, ancl yo11 kt1ow 1t. Yo1.~ were
"You gittee me lillee tanglefoot."
mighty anxious to . get hold of ;me ancl vv~pe up
"Whisky. yer mean?"
the grnund with me. B 1.1t .-,ou made a mistake.
"Yes, allee samee tanglefoot. Me got lillee
just the same as lots of others have clo_ne.
pain, and me hav,:,ee rWn1c lillee tanglefoot to
happe'ls that I have learned all the tT:cks _m alle0 sarnee cure, so be."
wrestling- and fightir.g. and I am always m tnr:11
"An' you'll give !ne that bill if I git it; is that
fo1; a little bout. Bnt if you v:::rnt to drop it right?"
we'll say no 1~1ore about it." .
"Yes, me allee same'!e givee you um two dol"I want ter drop it all right, Young Wild lee bill"
West."
"Well, I calculate that Cousin Hugh has got
"'\Vell. that settles it, then."
"
,
some J'qDor in ther house. Ill soon find out
"Gocd!" ,:,xdaimerl the ra11chman.
That s where it is, too. I want
that two dollar$, 'cause
theT wav ter do business. Jack, put your horse
awav. We're goin' ter have SUJJJ?er putty,_soon. it'll jeRt mal,f! er,oug-J· fur me ter g-it a new pail'
l\faybe yer kin git ther mustangs rn tow ag m to- of boots, with what I've g0t saved up. I don't
git no salary ter speak oc. an· money is an obmo·-rer."
ject with me, every time!"
"I reckon I kin," was the reoly.
It had occurred to Hop 2.11 at o-:-!ce that per"Well if 2nv ore kin do it. you ki11, Jack.
Yon're ther 1'oss ri1u,:t2nger of ther prairie, an' haps the man could find some tanglefoot for him,
and as he had not had any in two whole clays
that's a fact!"
,Tack smiled. He likrrl the rompliment, all he imagined that he needed it now. After he got
right, but be ha_d not chanf'"~rl hi~ mind about it he would proceed to play a little joke on Hi.
"Y O'.l ,,•alk ar{)und behind ther smokehouse,"
getting square with Young W1lcl West.
said the Yankee, pointing to the little building
he referred to. "Wait there about five minutes,
CHAPTER IV.-Hop and the Man From Maine. an' I calculate I'll come out with ther whisky."
"Allee light," nodded Hop, shaking the bill at
White Horse Jack excused hirn,:elf, and, r "ter him. temptingly.
putting his horse away, went around to the back
He went into the house in his slow and lazy
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,vay.
The Chinaman then . walked arou:rid to
_-1e smokehouse ancl, finclir,g a convenient log be,cind it, sat clow11. He thought for a w},Jle, and
._:hen a broad grin overspread his yellow face.
"Me waitee till l\1isle1· Hi go to um supper;
'.en he allee samee makee lillee fun for evely:Jody," he muttered. "He allee samee velly
inuchee fool velly easy to makee beiieve evely~'ing.11

He took a box of innocent-looking- pills from
one of his many pockets and looked at them
with 110 little satisfaction. Being a sort of
qi.emist, Hop could make curious combinations
,vith' certain kinds of powders. The few pills
're had in the box had been made up daring his
leisure moments, and they were for a rather·
'.)eculiar purpose. He put them back in his
,>ocket and waited for th.e Yankee to come back.
·'\..fter about fi.ve minutes he heard him coming.
!-Ii appeared "'{]round Lne corner of the smokeliouse, a _:r.rin on his countenance.
"You gittfe?" r_,;):cd Hop.
"I calcuh:le 1 tli<l," was the l'eply. "They
''UY I'rn lazy an' slow, an' all that, ,but when I
3tart ter do a thing I most genewlly does it.
liere ye1· arc-:,, whole bottle full!"
He pulled 8< bottle of whisky from _under his
'oose-fitting -vest and handed it over to Hop. TlJ_e
·;hinaman gave him the counterfeit two-dollar
bill anti thanked him. He was certainly delightc·d. His cousin kept whiskY. in the house, and
why shouldn't he take a bottle of it, p r oviding
he C'oulcl get two dollars for it? Th'at is the way
1·e looked at it just then.
He would net call
,-2ch a thing stealing, f eeling that he was en:itle<l to a great deal more · than he received
from the ranchman. Hop remo-ved the cork
and tes ted the contents 0f the bottle b:v allowin~
c,, couple of swallows to trickle down his throat.
"Lat velly goodee tanglefoot," he said. "You
havee lillce bit, Misler Hi?"
"I'd like ter, but they'll smell it on me," was
the reply.
''Me alleee samee fixee lat. You takee lillee
•'. link; me gottee lillee pill whatee mal;:ee so no
~mellee on um breath."
"Weil, all right," said Hi. "But if they do
'1appen ter find out that I took that hottle of
'vhisky there'll be ther dicken1> ter p:c-,y. I:m
,,n]y a poor relation, an' I've got ter be mighty
,-areful out ,here, or I'll hear unpleasa11.t things.
r might be la:7,y an' all that, but I sartinly earn
-.;:hat I git here."
"You allee samee nicee Melican man, so be,"
T1op hastened to assure him. "Now you takee
i ilke dlink, and len me showee you how you
takee off urn smell of um breath, so be."
It was evident that Hi liked liquor, for he
.. macked his lips in anticipation. It was a good,
·ong pull he took at the bottle, too, and when he
· ·anded it back it was with a sigh of relief. Hop
to ok the ·bottle, swallowed a little more of the
· on tents and then put it in a pocket inside his
· oose coat. Then he broup:ht out the pills he had
'-een looking at in the absence of the Yankee.
'!electing one of them, he put the rest· away, and
'.hen he brought out some more of a different
,olor.
"You takee lis one now;' he said, handing it to
' Ii; "and lis othee one you must put in you coff'.)e when yon dlink in um house, so be. Lis one
1:ow, you undelstand ?"
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"Yes, I understand," was the reply.
He took the little pellet and sm>?lled of it.
"Sm(?lls like cloves," he remaTked.
"Well,
cloves is good ter kill whisky on yo,ir breath, all
righ!;. Here she go~s !"
Down went the pill, which wa,s really a very
harmless one.
"Now·, what about this?" Hi asked, as he looked
at the first pill, which was of a pretty good siz-e,
though as innocent-looking as pills are.
"You allee samee puttee lat in your coffee, or
your tea, when you go eatee your SU:)pee," Hop
explained. "You no ta~tee; but. um breath stay
nllee samee sweetee till to-moilow morning, so
be; no smellee of tanr;lefoot, so be."
"All rig ht," answered the Yankee. "But do
yer s'pose it wor,ld hurt if I was ter take anothe~· d:·ink now?"
Ho!) shook his head in the negative and produced the bottle. Hi took a big dTink this time.
"S'pose ! swaJler this pill now?" he queried.
"No tlo lat," Hop exclaimed earnestly. "Lat
might makee you sickee. You must put um pill
in nm coffee; ]at um only way."
"Very well; I calculate thi.t I'll do as you say.
But I've got time ter git ar,other bottle of Hugh's
rum afore supper. so I'll try my luck at it. "
Hop grinned. Dut he was really afra 'rl that
tne man might take a notion to swallow the pill
he had g-iven him. It wo uld be sure death to him
if he did so, so the Chinaman dec;ded that he
would have to ·watch J:,im and keep him from
doing it. He follo ·ved him into th e hou~e aT,1,d
when he saw that Hi was r:oing- to sneak th1·0'.1gh
the hf.ll he caught him by the arm a:ncl whispe1ed :
"Givee me lat pill, so be: me givee it to you
when you go to um suppee."
The Yankee promptly banded it o\Ter, and then
h sto!e to the clcset .he h:a.cl taken the bottle
fr0m m,d succeeded in gett:ng another. - The result ,vas that l;ly the time the bell 1·a1'g for
supuer Hi was p-rettv well under the influence,
wl:ile Hop was little better. But the "poor relation," as he styled himself, was one of the first
to g-et to the table, and a s he passed in fro1,1 the
kitchen Hop handed him the pill.

CHAPTER V.-Arietta in Peril.
The supper was H. little late, but our frie11ds
were peTfectlv satisfied to wait. since they were
the guests of the ranchman and his wife. And
as Cheyenne Cha,·lie said. it made it all the bet~
ter to wait a little longer than u,sual, as the
"grnb': wo~tld ta~te aJl the better. When Wild
and Ins friends wall~ed in and took seats at the
table shey found that Hi Climher had beaten
theru a trifle . as he was just gettin!1' his chair
into a comfortable position.
The"' Tanchman
frownf'd, but said nothing. It was evident that
he di<i not ],a]f like the manners of his cousin.
The table w~ E- filled with the fried chicken. vegetabies, boiled ham, bread and cake that 1.l1e
good housewife had prepared, and as soon as the
guests took their places the coffee was brought
in. N0 one thought there was anything likely to
happen out of the ordinary, so they chatted away
and p1·oceeded to partake of the g6od things. A s
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soon as Hi got his cup of coffee he quietly dropped the pill Hop had given him into the cup.
Then he placed a spoon in ·it and was about to
stir it; when something happened. There was a
strange, hissing noise, and then the coffee bub. bled up into a seething foam, running over upon
the man's lap. That coffee was boiljng hot, and
when he felt it, Hi uttered a yell and .tried to
get up. He might have succeeded in getting up
if his knees had not caught under the table, and
then he went over backward, chair and all.
"Well, by thunder!" ejaculated the ranchman.
"Whatever is ther matter?" cried his wife,
holding up her hands in astonishment.
Wild caught sight of the smiling face of Hop
in the doorway just then, and he knew what was
the rnatler. The clever Chinaman had played a
trick on the Y::mkee. The i.:anchman and White
HorsC' Jack quietly got around to where Hi was,
and at a word from the former he was picked up
and hustled out of the room.
"I don't care a blame fur any of you!" yelled
Hi, who was just reckless enough from the
whisky he had drunk to assert himself. "Yer kin
chuck me out if yer wa;nt ter, Hugh. I'll walk
back ter Maine, that's all! I don't know what
made t.hat coffee act like a fountain, unless it
was ther pill I put in it. I don't care what made
it, either! Hooray! I'm ther laziest man in
Maine, an' I don't care who knows it!"
"He's drunk, boss!" said White Horse Jack.
"Jest smell his breath."
"Blamed if he ain't!" exclaimed the ranchman.
"Well, jest git him out of doors an' I'll soon
sober him. A bucket of water, you grinning
Chinee. Hurry up!"
As both Hop and Wing were there, it was hard
to tell which one of them he meant, so to make
sure about it they each 1·an for a bucket of
wate~·. The well was handy, and they returned
just as Hi landed on all fours under a tree. The
Yankee had tried to stand up for his rights, but
his cousin and the mustanger proved a little too
much for him, and he got the worst of the struggle. Wing handed the ranchman his bucket of
water, but Hop did not. He knew what to do
with it, and he lost no time in doing it. Splash!
The contents of the bucket hit Hi full in the
face, as he was in the act of getting upon his
feet. Splash! The ranchman let the other bucketful go. The Yankee sat down on the ground
aiid tried in vain to look around him. As might
be expected, our friends had got up ffom the
table to witness the fun. They all stood near the
kitchen door, looking on with smiling faces.
"Hop is responsible for it all," said Wild, in a
low tone of voice, so the ranchma:1:1's wife might
not hear him. "He has been drinking, too; you
can see that."
"That's right, Wild," answered the scout. "But
where did he git ther tanglefoot-that's ther
question."
"We will soon find out. Just wait."
Having given vent to bis wrath at the way his
cousin had acted, Climber gave it up for the
prePent and started for the house, . followed by
the mustanger. They all sat clown and the supper was so appetizing that they almost forgot
the funny incident. When the supper was over,
however, Hugh Climber .excused himself -and went
to the closet where he kept his spirituous liquors.
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"Two bottles of rye gone, as sure as I'm alive!"
he exclaimed. "Now, what could Hi have clone
with two whole bottles of whisky?"
"Mr. Climber," said Wild, stepping up to him,
"I think I can put a little light on this question.
Hop Wah, that clever Chinaman of ours, is undoubtedly responsible for this. He is bound to
have whisky when he is around where it is, and
he has probably induced Hi to steal it. It is a
bad failing the heathen has got, but he has so
many good traits that we have to look over his
failings sometimes. I'll pay you for the liquor."
"No, yer won't!" was the quick reply. "Even
if ther heathen did set Hi up ter steal ther whisky, he wouldn't have knowea thern was any here
if Hi hadn't told him about it. It ain't ther
Chinee's fault; it's Hi who's responsible fur it.
If it didn't cost so muc}:i, I'd send him back ter
Maine ther first thing in ther mornin'."
Wild reasoned with him a while and the result
was that he cooled down, and Hi was permitted
to come in and get his supper. He told just how
it all happened, though he could not explain the
queer actions of his cup of coffee any further
than "that it must have been ther Chinee's pill
what done it."
After the two Chinamen had eaten, Wild questioned. Hop, and then the whole thing was explained. Instead of being angered at the clever
Chinaman, the ranchman was very much interested.
"Wonderful pills them must be," he remarked. _
"Do yer mind showin' as jest how they work?"
Hop was willing, of course.
"Me showee," he said. "Gittee allee samee
glass watee."
The water was brought him. and then he
dropped one of the pills in it. The action was
much , the same as a seicllitz powder, but it was
amazing to the ranchman and his wife. White
Horse Jack looked on with an air of indifference.
"I can't see anything so wonderful in that," he
observed, trying to get in conversation with Arietta.
"Oh, some people can't see into things like
others," the girl replied.
''One thing about it, I know a putty face when
I see it," remarked the rascally mustanger, no
doubt thinking- that a little flattery would have
some effect on the girl.
"You do, eh?" she replied. "Well, I wot,id advise you to go and look in the glass over 'there
right now."
That crushed him. But he simply felt that he
must kidnap the girl more than ever now. Not
only to be revenged upon Young Wild West, but
because he thought he might win her, after he
had kept her shut up in solitude for a while.
Wh.ite Horse Jack knew of a place where he
could take Arietta, in case he succeeded in capturing her. It was a cave near the bank of a
mountain stream, about twelve or fourteen miles
to the west of the ranch. He and his three chums
often · went there rainy days, and they called it
their headquarters, in fact. It was well hidden,
and they were quite certain that they were the
only ones who Jcnew of its existence. He got up
and left the company after a while, saying that
he was going out to look after things around the
ham and corral before he retired. Arietta told
our hero of the brief conversation she had had
with the mustanger.
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"That's the way to give it to such galoots, Et,"
Wild said. "That man is no good. He hates me
like poison, and I know it. I am going to keep
a sharp watch on him."
"So am I, Wild," the girl retorted. "I do not
consider that his apology amounted to anything at all."
"Of course not. He is trying to fool us, and
make us think that he really is sorry. He will
be lying somewhere for us and when we leave
the ranch he will try to get square with me, see
if he don't."
But as Hop wanted to give a little performance in magic, the subject was · dropped, and for
the next hour the lau~hter was pletJ.tiful in the
house. Hop did many things that were funny,
as well as mystifying and, though they were not
new to our friends, the ranchman and his wife,
and Hi. too, who had been allowe& to come in,
enjoyed them greatly. Hop had kept the bottle
of whisky Hi had given him in exchange for the
two-dollar counterfeit bill; but the Yankee had
given his up to his cousin. Before retiring, the •
girls went out on the porch for a few minutes.
It was then that a surprising thing happened.
Arietta had hardly crossed the porch when two
rlark forms spranP,' upon her :md a blanket was
thrown over her head! She uttered a smothered
scream, and then she was bo1·ne away in the
da1·kness!
CHAPTER VI.-The Plot to Abduct Arietta.
When White Horse Jack left the house upon
the excuse o[ going- out to have a look aro:mr!
the outbuildings and find out whether or not
everything ,.va,; all Tigbt, he went direct to the
shed v,hcre 11:s horse was stabled 11nd lost no
time in saddling it. His three cron:es-Mose,
K~lly and Bl ink-had told him that they were
going to remain at the caYe that night, and he
had promised to come out anrl fetch them some
provisions that trey ne<>ded. The mustang:er had
put up a bag of what he wished to take with him
before eatin.(?' his supper, and now he was ready
to f!O. Rut he Wll8 3"1xious to 1-1:et there as soon
as possible now, for he had made up his mind to
abduct Young- Wi](! West's sweetheart that very
nip-ht, if theTe was a possible way to do it.
The distan~e to the cave was but twelve miles,
and for such a horse as l1e owned this was nothing, col'Ylparatively speaking. The load he carried with him was,- not forty pounds, so when he
mounted and set out he had noth'ng much in the
way of a hindrance. Swinging off to the left, he
rode steadily for a good half hour, and then he
reached the, river. or the North Fcxrk, as it was
called by those who knew of its existence. Then
he rode along due north almost, and in a little
w'nile he came to a portion of the country that
,Yas more rugged. Thel'e was a regular cattle
trail along here, and the white horse seemed· to
know it well. In this way the distance was soon
covered, and at length the mustanger reached
the cave. As he ,came to a halt before it, a voice
called out:
"Hello, Jack! Is that you?"
"Yes, Kelly," was the reply.
"Good! We got ter thinkin' that maybe yer
wasn't comin' to-night. We're mighty hungry,
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too. We got pntty nigh every one of ther mustangs in ther corral, p.n' there·'Jl be plenty of
work to-morrer, breakin' ther wild ones in, I
reckon."
"Well, that's a!J right. I'm glad ter hear that
yer got 'em. Now yer kin haYe somethin' ter
eat. I've got a side of bacon an' some flour,
meal, c.offee, an' sugar. Yer don't git a great
deal of sugar, boys, so I thought it would be a
'
_
sort of luxury."
"I don't know but that coffee is jest as good
without sugar as it is with it, Jack. As fur as
I'm consarned, it is; but it's different with ther
most of ther boys, though." .
White Horse Jack had more than he had mentioned, and when he dismounted and handed the
bag over to the three waiting rascals it was not
long before exclamations of delight went up from
them. The cave ran back well under the high
bluff, and there was a tum in it, so the lighted
lantern that was hanging from the irregul-ar ceiling could not be seen from the outside. Jack led
his horse right in, for there was plenty of room
there.
"Well, boys, I reckon there's mighty worse
places than this ter hang up at. I don't know
but that this would be quite a nice headquarters
fur Young Wild West's gal . fur a few days, till
she gits reconciled ter takin' me fur a husband."
While the three were eating their supper the
mustanger set about preparjng- a place for the
gil-1 he proposed to kidnap- and fetch the re. Blankets they had in plenty, and a couple of them
sufficed to diYide off a corner of the cave into
a fair-sized apartment. A couple of armfuls Qf
boughs were thsn thrown in, and the villain gave
a nod of satisfaction.
"That'll do till ·we kin fix up "somethin' bette 1·,"
he mid. "Boys, they say that a fell er always
should p.:it his cage read y afore ,he gits ther b;rd,
an' that's jest what I'm doin'. I'll keep her here
ti11 she's tamed, an' then 1'11 ride off ter a pl'eacher an' have ther knot tied."
After they had eaten thefr fill of t}1e provisions ·that had been brought to them, they got
ready to accompany their leader to the ranch on
the mission of villainy he had proposed. Not one
of them had the least misgivings about attempting such a thing, for they seemed to think that
anything White Horse Jack proposed was all
right. The fou1· soon led their horses out of the
cave and, mounting, they rode off for the ranch.
"rt's l"oi-n' ter rain afore many hoi1rs, ·boys,"
s2id Jack, as he noticed that the stars were disappearing. "Well, th;:,t'll be all ther better fur
us. If it rains good an' hard it'll cover your
trail. I don't mean ter come back .with yer, yer
know. I want ter stay there ter throw 'ern oft'
· ther scent. You're ter take good care of ther
·g al, if we git her-not a hair of her head must
be harmed. I want te1· many her, only I'm
goin' ter scare her inte1· givin' her consent."
"All right, Jack," was Kelly's reply; and what
he said seemed to suit the other two.
The villains reached the ranch in clue time, and
then, after a short wait, they unexpectedly got
the chance to carry out their plot.
CHAPTER VII.-A Fruitless Search.
As Arietta's scream reached his ears Young
Wild West rushed from the house in a t"l',inkling.
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Charlie and Jim were right at his heels, and that they had come back to the ranch. Young
they found Anna and Eloise standing on the Wild West now became desperate.
porch, almost speechless over what had hap"Boys," said he vehemently, "we must find Ari-.
pened so suddenly.
etta!"
"What is the- matter?" the young deadshot
"Jest tell us what ter do, Wild," Charlie ancried, though his voice betrayed little excitement. swered, shrugging his shoulders.
"Arietta-two men seized her!" answered the
Wild calmed himself a little. He could not
scout's wife, as she found the use of her tongue. help thinking that White Hol'Se Jack was the
Just then the sound of galloping 4oofs came only possible enemy he had around there, and
to their ears. Wild understood.
the more he thought of it the more he became
vcome, boys!" he exclaimed. "We haven't a convinced that he must know something about
moment to lose!"
the abduction. He rode up to the shanty the musCharlie and Jim ran in and grabbed their hats. tanger had come out of when the ranchman came
They started for the stable, while Wild remained along with the lantern. There was a 1,mtern in
to question Anna and Eloise. He \earned all they the place that was turned up in all its brightknew about it in less than a minute, and then he, ness, and, leaving Charlie and Jim outside, he
too, got his hat and ran to the stable. As he opened the door. Two of the ranchman's men
passed the small shanty that the cowboys slept were sitting at a table, playing cards.
"Whe1·e is White Horse Jack?" Wild asked, as
m when home, White Horse Jack opened the
door, and came out, yawning and stretching his he stepped inside.
arms. Ranchman Clinton had been aroused and
"He don't stay here nights," was the reply.
'
was now passing the shanty.
"He sleeps in ther house, ther same as one of
·
"What's ther matter, boss?" he called out. "I ther family."
thought I. heard some kind of a racket among
"How Jong have you two fellows been here?"
ther horses."
"Jest about an hour."
"Matter enough, Jack!" was the excited re"Was White Horse Jack here when you came?"
joinder. "Young Wild West's gal has been car"No; there wasn't anybody here."
ried off!"
The two cowboys seemed surprised at the
"What!" cried the villainous mustanger, affect- questions being put to ~hem.
.
.
ing great surprise.
"Did you hear anything about the girl bemg
Just then our hero came out, leading his sor- abducted?" Wild went on.
rel stallion. He heard the two men talking and
The two men looked at each other, and then
paused to hear what was said.
of them said sharply:
one
"Yes, Jack. Some sneakin' galoots catched ther
"What do yer mean, young feller?"
gal an' took her away quicker'n a shot," the
"I mean just what I say. You didn't hear
ranchman said.
about the villainous piece of work that took place
"Who could have done anything like that, here about an hour and a half ago, then?"
boss ? " asked the mustanger, in an incredulous
"Nope. We ain't heard nothin'. We ain't seen
way. "Yer kin bet this is some kind of a joke."
ter tell us. We jest come up from Tolnobody
Even Wild was forced to think that the man liver which is fifteen miles from here. We
knew nothing about what had happened. Every ain't' got ter go ter work till to-morrer. It ain't
evidence indicated that he had just got up from likely that ther boss knows th~t we're back.
a sleep. Our hero decided to take the trail and Are you stop pin' at ther house, young fel~er?"
not pay any attention to White Horse .J:ack just
Wild was satisfied that they were telling the
then. It was just then that drops of 1·am began truth· there was every evidence of it, for the
falling.
two ~en were not the sort who looked as though
"This are too bad, Wild," said Cheyenne Char- · there was anything crafty about them.
lie, as he ~wung himself. into the saddle. "I hop_e
"Yes," said he. "We are stopping at the ranch
it don't ram hard. It will throw us off ther trail for the night. As I said, about an hour and a
if it does."
half ago the three girls we have with us went
"We must do the best we can," was the retort. out on the porch, and they had no sooner got
"Come on! Aril!'tta has got to be found. You there when one of the;n was seized by two men
can bet that I'll make short work of the villains, and carried to their waiting horses. They got
·
too!"
away in the darkness arid i:ain before we could
Away rode the three, taking the direction they get on their trail. Say, what kind of a galoot is
thought was right. It was very dark now, and White Horse Jack, anyhow?"
as the i-ain increased they stood little chance of
The young deadshot put the question bluntly
overtaking the scoundrels. But Young Wild West to see what effect it would have on the men.
gave the sorrel free rein, hoping that the intelli- There was a short silence· and then one of them
gent animal would follow the trail. On they answered:
rode, the rain steadily falling now, and at the
"I don't know; whai makes yer ask that quesexpiration of ten minutes Wild was forced to
admit that they were simply going it haphazard. tion, boy?" '
"Well, I know he don't like me, that's why. I
Anxious and much nettled at the way things were
igoing, our hero was in a state th'ht certainly knocked a few of his front teeth out this afteraugured ill for the despicable scoundrels did he noon, and, to be frank with you, I thought perby any chance come upon theth at the moment. haps he might have had something to do with
Soaked to the skin, our three friends made for abducting the young lady. You know whether
it, hoping that they had found the place where he would bl.1 guilty of such a thing as that or
Arietta had been taken by her mysterious cap- not."
"Well, I '1on't know as Jack would do anything
tors. But it was not long before they found out
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like that. I never heard of him <loin' it, did you, soaked. But they kept on after the• white musta111,;, which had turned and was now galloping
pan!'?"
"No; Jack wouldn't do a thing Lke that," r e- a\H,.y toward the norti,. lt wa~ a long pursuit,
plied the other, shaking his head. "Who are fot t,1e ho. se see1:1cJ to be lookrng for sorrnithing,
you, anyhow, young feller'? You say that you and sometimes it would go to the right and then
knocked a few of Jack's front teeth out, an' that to the leit. Our hero so0n began to think that
the pian of. fo1lo,ving foe steed was not going to
makes me wanter know who yer are."
"I am Young ·wild West," 1·etorted our hero, amount to anything-. It W(),s now past midnight,
as he turned to go, well satisfied that the two and they had not made anything in the line of a
discovery. J.:lut t hey to110wed on for another
men had told t he truth in everything they said.
hour, ar,d the11, just as they were going to hold a
"Oh!" exclaimed the pair of them.
"Can't we do somethin' ter help yer?" one consultation, there "as a clattering of many
quickly asked. "We know you by reputation, an' hoofs, and, as dark a s it was, they saw that the
white mustang had joined a herd. Off it went
yer kin bet we'll go ther limit on yer!"
"Thank you. You have heard the situation with them, and th E:n our hero callee! a halt.
"I remember of hearing White Horse Jack say
just a s it is, so if you have the least idea as to
who the villains are, or the di1·ection they might that his horse would lead the wild mustangs to
have taken, we will be glad for you to help us. the corral," he said, shaking his head. "Instead
I reckon I'll go and see if Jack's hoTSe has been of leading us to the villai ns who abclucteJ Ariused to-ni ght. The galoot w as out quite a while etta, the animal has simpl y bee:i look,ng for its
before th e abduction occur, ed . He was here when old associates. 'vVe have been wast;ng hours of
.
we found it out, and he told the b oss· he had been time, boys."
"An' we're a good twenty-five miles fl'Om ther
asleep h ere, aml had been awaken,xl by us when
ranch, I r eckon," added one of the co,-:bJys, as
we went t o the stable after our horses."
Wild told them a~l there was to it. and the · he patted the neck of h,s smoking ho r s& "O:ir
cowboy,: seemed eage1· to be of what help they nags is putty v,e1l p,ayed out, to0. That white
could. But they had no ideas of which way the mustang of Jack's i s a wondeT, anyhow. ~he1·e's
villains went, or who they were, so they could only 01.e more like it in tner \;hole West, I
reckon, an' that's a mate ter Jack's. She's a
be of liltle use jast then.
"Thne's Jack's horse, all right," he said, as he mare, they say, an' a regular beauty, too. J ack
walkt'd up to the snow-white mustang and held has been doin' his best. fm· months ter catch her,
the lante1·n so it could be plainly seen. "An' but he couldn t n ever do it. I'm putty sare I
bl::i.rne,l if he ain't been rid putty hard, by ther seen her jest now in ther hen!. I caught sight
of somethm' white, anyhow."
looks of him! He's l'teamin' yet."
"Yes," answered ·wild. "There was a w"hite
Thi,; was .a fact~ Both Wild and his partners
knew a hol'Se ought to be well cooled in that horse in the bunch. I could see that much. The
time, even, unless he had been pushed pretty one we have been following got right alongsid·e _
hard. Tiie evidences of the horse having been it, too. White mustangs are scarc0, I reckon.
used since dark we,·e not any too -plain, but quite I must say that I don·t 1emember of having seen
sufficient to s:it;sfy them that White Horse Jack any before. White brnnchos an.:! Indian ponies
had been out on hoxseback since the chicken are quite plentiful, but a genuine mustang is
·
supper vias served at the ranch. The rain was different."
"Oh, them is mustangs, all rigl1t," de::lared the
,:till fallimr. A sudden idea struck our hero.
"I I"'fCk ~n we'll turn the mustang.er's horse cowboy.
loo:;e, ar.d if J-,e starts away frdm the ranch we'll
"Well, n early that, anyhow. The blood has
follo"w him," he said. "If such a thing ·happens been crossed at some time or other, tho ugh."
you fellows can come along with us. We won't
They now turned and allowed foeir ho1·ses to
Jet those in the house know what we are uu to, walk for about a mile. Then thev came to a
for, to be plain with you, I think White Horse little patch of timber, and at the sugg~stion of
Jack knows all about this thing·."
one of the cowbo.ys "\Vile! called a halt and dis"Jest as yer say, Young Wild i1/est," replied - mounted.
the more talkative one of the two.
"I suppose the only thing· we can do now is to
Two minutes later the white mustang was wait
"We
till daylight comes," he observed.
turned loose. The animal started away without don't know where we are, anyhow, and to keep
any delay, and, finding that he was trotting off on riding around in the dark would be useless."
to foe left, our three friends and the two cow"That's right, Wild ," spoke up Cheye:ine Char.
boys rode along after him.
lie. "We've been goin' it bl:ml long enough.
nght
the
on
are
we
that
me
tells
"Something
Now we might as well make ther best of it an'
track, boys." said Wild. "If this horse has been \\ ait till mornin'."
in the habit of beirig with those owned by the
They found a spot that was partly sheltered
men we are looking for, we'll find them, unless
the white mustang takes a notion to go back to from the rain,- and then Jim and one of the cowboys undertook the difficult task of starting a
the i;table."
But the steed did not seem to take a notion to fire. It was hard to find anything- dry, but after
do that, and on they went-on the right trail, · a while they discovered a hollow tree that had
some dry leaves and ' twigs in it, and then they
though they did not know it for certain.
soon accomplished their purpose_. As soon a s the
fire was burning, with no chance of it going out,
they set about to dry their wet clothing. With
CHAPTER VIII.-Back at the Ranch.
their knives they cut some cedars and formed a
The rain continued to fall steadily and Young kind of shelter from the storm, and in about
Wild West and his companions ~ot thoroughly an hour they were fairly comfortable. _ The night
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passed away and the rain continued to fall, Eloise, whose eyes were swol1en from the weepWhen daylight came one of the cowboys climbed ing she had done during the night.
a tree and tried to find out where they were.
"No; not a sign of her. The rain swept out
"I reckon we're a good twenty-five miles from, the trail, and we know no more now than we
ther ranch," he said, when he descended the tree. did when we first set out," was the reply.
1'There's ther river about three miles ter ther west
No morn questions were asked, and they all
of us, au' she's swelled up considerable, too. rode to the ,house. Climber came out on the
There must have been a pile of rain what's fell porch, but he looked sad enough when he saw
durin' ther night. It looks like it does in ther how dejected they were.
"It's to'o bad!" he exclaimed. "But what do
spring of ther year, when ther freshets come."
"There's lots of )"ater come down, all right," yer s'pose? Ther scoundrels took Jack's horse
declared the scout. "Au' that means that we've when they went off with ther gal! He went to
got a hard chance of findin' ther trail of ther ther stable this mornin', an' found that his horse
was gone."
galoots what carried -Arietta off."
"Is that so?" answered our heTo, casting a
Young Wild West shook his head. He had not
slept a bit during the night, but he was wonder- warning glance at his partne;:s and the two cowfully calm. His sweetheart was in jeopardy, but boys. "It must have been some one who knew
he knew now useless it would be to work himself the horse, then. They probably wanted it badly.''
White Horse Jack came out as they disin a state of excitement and wony over it. His
training taught him to be cool under all circum- mo11nted.
"No luck, eh?" he remarked, acting as though
stances, and he was going to make the best of it,
relying on something to turn up to help him find he was anxious about the disappearance of the
girl.
the lost girl.
"No luck, Jack," replied one of the cowboys.
"Boys, I reckon we'll strike over for the river,"
"We hunted high an' low, but ther rain had
he said, after he had thought a while.
"That's it!" one of the men from the ranch ex- washed out ther trail, an' it was no use."
"When did you fellows git back?" the musclaimed. "We'll go on down, an' when we git fur
enough we kin strike over to ther ranch, which tanger asked.
"Oh, we come back in time ter meet Young
ain't any more than ten miles from it. We might
West an' his pards, an' we sot out with
be luck{ enough _ter fin~ out son:i,ethin' afore we Wild
git bacK. We am't gorn' ter g1t no breakfast, 'em," was the reply.
"Well, yer had a good chance ter catch ther
but that makes no difference ter me. I come out
whoever they was, fur they must have
with yer ter help find ther gal, an' I'll stick by galoots,
took my horse with 'em. He's gone, anyhow.''
yer, Young Wild West!"
"D'l, you know of anybody who would be apt to
"An' so will I!" spoke up the other cowboy. "I want your horse badly enough to steal it?" Wild
want ter hel,P all I kin. I jest wish I knowed asked suddenly.
what ter do.'
White Hol"Se Jack shook his head.
"There ain't no use in wishin' anything like
"No; I can't say as I do," he answered. "There's
"Nobody
head.
that," . said Charlie, shaking his
men down in 'l'olliver · what would give a good
ever gits what they want by jest "V,'.ishin' fur it. deal fur Flake, but I don't think any of 'em
Ti<yin', an' keepin' on tryin', is what does ther would steal him."
business.''
"Then we can't get much of a clue from the
The rain- began to slacken greatly now, and horse.''
"It's too bad. But yer kin bet that I'll git on
soon the sky showed signs of clearing weather.
When they got ready to ride off from the place ther trail afore ther day is over. I am goin' ter
they had remained at the last part of the night git my horse, if I have ter go through fire ter do
it ceased altogether, and the storm was over. it!"
"I don't blame you for wanting to get . the
While they were riding along toward the river
the sun broke through the clouds, and then they horse back," said Wilcl. r.He is a fine beast."
But the boy did not tell him that he meant to
all felt a certain amount of relief. None of them
were what could be call tho1·oughly dry and the follow him when he set out to look for the
sun would finish the job. The swollen stream horse. There was only one course to pursue now,
was reached, and then they proceeded to follow our hero thought, and that was to watch the
it southward, hopj'ng all the time to strike some- movements of White Horse Jack, for he was satthing in the way of a clue to the whereabouts of isfied that the man knew all about the abduction.
the missing girl. There might have been a His every manner indicated now that he was
chance for them to pick up the trail of the three playing a deep game. They all went in and had
villains who had carried Arietta off if the heavy breakfast. But before he sa! clo,vn Wild bade
min ha<l not washed out all traces of the hoof- Hop to watch the movements of_ the mustanger,
prints. The result was that they rode on down, and to let him know in case he started to ride
passing the hidden cave without knowing it, and, away from the ranch. The young deadshot had
with no little reluctance, our hero gave the word barely swallowed his coffee when the Chinaman
to return to the ranch. They were not long in came and whispered in his ear:
"Um White Horse Jack gittee lady to go 'way,
coming in sight of it after that, and in silence .
they continued their way till it was reached. Misler Wild.'!
Wild quickly let Charlie and Jim know what
Anna and Eloise were waiting for tl).em, their
horses ready to mount; and as soon as .they saw was up, and then he turned to Ranchman Climber
them they came out to meet them. It was a bit- and said:
"How about using some of your horses, boss?
ter disappointment to them when they saw that
We are going to start out again, and ours are
Arietta was not with Wild and his companions.
"You could not find her, then, Vvild ?" said pretty well tired out."
I
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"Take jest what yer want, Young Wild West.
If yer ain't got no objections, I'll go along with
yer."
"All right; come with us, if you like. I think
this time we will find out something."
The four at once went to the stable. They
were just in time to see White Horse Jack riding
away around the little grove a couple of hundred yards from the barn.
·
"Jack has gone ter look fur his favorite horse,"
said the ranchman. "Yer kin bet that he'll come
in mighty handy in this search fur ther gal, fur
it's rutty plain that ther ones as took her took
Jacks white mustang."
"It certainly looks that way," our hero answered.
He did not care to let Climber know what he
thought just then, nor that he knew the h-0rse
had not been stolen by anybody. 1t was hest to
let it go as it was. In a very few minutes they
were mounted on good steeds, and then they set
out. with our hero in the lead. Hop Wah, the
clever Chinaman, was watching them, and as
they rode away he shook his head and muttered:
"Me havee go and findee Missy A!ietta, so be. ·
If Misler Wild no comee back by noon, !en me
stlike out, allee samee. Me velly muchee lucky,
so be."
Hop walked back to the house. He was much
worried about the abduction of Arietta, for he
had learned to regard all our friends · as superior
beings, and he was ready at any time to risk his
life for them. He had been treated well by
them, and he never thought of leaving them to
better his chances in life. The fact was that the
clever Chinaman had become a fixture to the
party, and he was proud to be called a servant
of the young deadshot.

CHAPTER IX.-Arietta in the Cave.
Had it been the first time that such a thing
had happened to her, Arietta might have fainted
from fear and surprise. But many times had she
gone throug~similar experiences, and, after making a sharp struggle to break away from her
captors and finding she could not, she succumbed
to the inevitable. She was placed on the back
of a horse and the blanket wound tightly about
her, and then, with a strong arm holding her,
she was borne away over the prairie through the
darkness. But the girl's com·age never once deserted her. She felt certain that her dashing
young lover would soon be after her, and when
he once got upon the trail of the villains it would
not be long befll(e her rescue would be effected.
But the ground was rapidly covered, and when
she heard nothing that would indicate that her
captors were being pursued she began to grow
uneasy. Then, too, it began to rain, and this
would make it harder for Wild and his partners
to follow the trail. On went the villains, Arietta
breathing with no little difficulty, on account of
the tightness of the blanket over her head. When
about three miles had been covered, the men, who
had only exchanged a few words in very 1)W
tones heretofore, began talking in an easy way,
and it was not long before the girl knew that
there were three of them. Pretty soon a halt
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was made, and then it was that she was changed
to the back of another horse and the blanket removed from her face.
"I ~kon yer kin breathe a little better now
miss," said a gruff voice. "But I wouldn't advis~
yer ter do any hollerin'. If yer do an' any one
h'.1ppens ter answer yer I'll kill yer afore we'll
give yer up. Jest bear that in mind, ,vill yer?"
"You scoundrels!" exclaimed the girl. ''You
will suffer for this. Wait until Young Wild West
comes!"
"I reckon he won't catch us now, miss " was
the reply. "This here rain is helpin' ~s out
nicely. Jest come ter help us, t reckon. But,
my! You're a spunky gal, ain't yer?"
"I will show you before I get through with
you!"
The girl meant what she said, for though she
had no weapons in her belt when she was captured, she did have a little revolver in the bosom
of her dress. She most always carried it there
to be used in case of an emergency, and mor:
than once had it stood her in good stead. The
:.weapon, which was one of the best of makes and
handsomely engraved and silver plated had been
given to her by her dashing young lo;er on her
sixteenth birthday. The girl's captors never
drea~ed of such a thing as her being armed, and
she did not mean to let them know right away.
When the proper time came she would show
the revolver, and use it, too. The· ride through
!he darkness and rain. seemed t? be a long one,
mdeed, to the brave girl; but, hke all things, it
had to come to an end sooner or later. It was a
feeling of relief that came over her when the
horses were brought to a halt and she heard one
of the villains say that the cave had been reached. T~c girl was lifted R:ently to the ground,
and, without any loss of tune, she was carried
into the dar!C cave. She could not · see a thing, .
but the ruslung sound of water came to her ears
plainly, and she knew that it was near a stream
that she had been brouiht. Her one thought was
to deceive the villains mto thinking that she was
partly reconciled to her fate. But she never
once doubted that Young Wild West and his partners would show un before long. In spite o:f
what one of the villains had said, she thought
they would be able to find the trail, even if it
was not until morning came. Young Wild West
was not to · be thrown off a trail very easily.
Arietta was soon placed in the curtained-off part
of the cave.
"There yer are, ·g al!" said Kelly. "Now, jest
take it nice, won't yer? There ain't no use in
hollerin', or tryin' ter git out of here. Yer
couldn't possibly git out, nohow, 'cause you'd have
ter walk right over us three ter do it. You'll find
out jest what it all means in ther mornin' when
ther boss gits here."
"Who is the boss?" asked the girl coolly.
"Well, I suppose it won't do no hurt ter tell
yer. White Horse Jack is ther boss. He's ther
one as wanted yer. He says he's goin' ter pay
court to yer, an' when yer make up yer mind
that he's good enough ter be your nusband he'll
take yer ter Tolliver an' git a parson ter hook
yer up with him. Now that yer know all about
it, maybe you'll sorter begin ter think that yer
could do a whole lot worse than git ther boss
mustanger of ther prairie fur a husband."
Arietta felt like drawing her· revolver and
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shooting the speaker, but she wisely refrained
from doing so. Sl1e did not know just where she
was or in what direction they had come, so she
decided that she was much safer in the dry cave
with tb.e three villains than she would be in the
darkness and falling r ain. The lantern the villains had lighted threw enough light over the
top of the curtain for her to see where she was,
and, finding the pine and cedar boughs inviting,
she sat down upon them. She felt that she
would not be harmed by the men, for the fact
that the one responsible for her abduction was
not to appear until morning made it pretty certain that she would be perfectly safe until then.
Arietta could reason out things much better than
the average girl would even try to do. It was
her coolness and power of r easoning that made
her brave. As her hands had not been tied, she
knew that she could take care of herself pretty
well, and she resolved to wait and watch for the
coming of her clashing young lover and his partners. She got in a position so she could look
through a hole in one of the hanging blankets,
and then she could get a pretty good view of the
interior of the cave. The.A;hree men were reclining on the boughs they had b1·ought into the cave
and the lantern cast a radius of light around.
But it did not reach the mouth of the' cave, so
the girl had no idea ju.st where it was. But she
soon satisfied herself that it would be next to
impossible for her to make ·her escape, even if
she chose to fire on the villains.
She might shoot one, or possibly two, of them,
but the lantern could be put out in a jiffy, and
then she would be at the mercy of the survivor.
But Arietta had no idea of taldng the life of a
human being in cold blood. She would not shoot
unless there was no help for it. She' watched the
trio of villains for a long time, and when at last
s he saw two of them cover themselves with blankets and go to sleep she knew that there was
bound to be a guard on duty all night. She had
no intention to go to sleep herself, but the odor
of the pines must have had a drowsy effect upon
her, and the first· thing she knew she found herself dozing and no longer watching the _villains.
Try as she might, she could not throw off the
feeling. Graduall'y she succumbed to it, and was
soon sound asleep and breathing regularly. The
villain on guard, who was Blink, shook his head
and shrugged his shoulders when he heard the
:regular breathing of the captive girl and knew
11he was sleeping.
"That's a wonderful gal," he muttered. "She
don't seem ter know what fear is. I reckon it
was a bad piece of business when we g-rabbed
her, fur sich a gal as that is bound ter cause
trouble. She's a fighter, an' I'll bet -on it. She
looks at things altogether too hopefully ter make ·
her an easy victim. Well, I don't know, but I
think it is a safe bet ter make that Jack never
marries her."
It ,va s Blink's duty to remain o:ri guard two
hou rs, and then Mose was to be awakened to
take his place. When the two hours were up he
aroused him, and then he soon fell asleep. The
night passed, and at last daylight came. Arietta
was s till asleep, . and not one of the villainous trio
went near her quarters. They had been told by
theh- leader to treat her right, and they were
itOing to do it. It was n:ot until the storm was
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over and the sun came out that Kelly called the
girl and asked her if she did not w;ant something
to eat.
"Yes, I am hungry," was the reply. "May I
come out?"
"If yer want ter. But don't go ter doin' anything in ther way of tryin' ter run away.' If yet
do we'll shoot yer, rather than let yer git away
from us. Jest remember that, gal."
"Oh, I am not going to try to get away," was
the· reply.
Arietta had been awake long enough to realize that Wild had failed to :find the t,rail during
the night, but she was now pretty sure that it
would not be very long before he would show up.
She came out and accepted the pail of water that
Blink brought to her, and, going behind the cur•
tain, she soon made her toilet. The water was
refreshing to her face, and when she again appeared there was a light in her eyes that told
her captors that she was in anything but a
frightened state of mind. It was not much of a
breakfast that the villains gave her, but she ate
enough to satisfy her hunger, for experience had
taught her that it was better to endure a strain
with a full stomach than an empty one. All her
strength might be called upon before she got out
of the peril she was in.
CHAPTER X.-The Two White Mustangs.
Young Wild West lecf his two pa1-tners and the
1·anchmen at a lively pace. The horses they all
rode were good ones, and as they were fresh, the
ground was covered rapidly. White Horse JMk
had disappeared from view behind the timber
strip, so they kept right on until it was reached.
"I reckon we'll slow down a little now," said
Wild, as he brought his horse down to a waJk.
Climber looked at him sharply as he reined in
his mustang.
"Say!" said he suddenly. "I want ter ask you
a question, Young Wild West."
"Go ahead and ask it, Mr. Climber," was the
re.ply.
~"Don't you sorter think that Jack knows somethin' about ther stealin' of ther gal ? "
"To be frank with you, I do. I think he knows
all about it. Let me tell you something: We
took the white mustang out of the stable last
night and turned him loose. He was not taken at
the time Arietta was abducted, but was in the
stable when we came back from the first search
we made. Then we met your two cowboys and
they were with us. They know that we turned
the mustanger's horse loose, for they helped to
do it."
"What did yer do it fur?" asked the ranch man,
showing the surprise he felt by staring at the
boy, with distended eyes.
"Because I thought the white -horse might follow the trail of the one that bore Arietta away.
You couldn't make me believe an,y different than
that it was White Horse Jack's. friends who abducted her. He put up the job, too. Now, I don't
care how much you think of the man, I am goin~ to track him down! If I :find that it is as I
thmk, the galoot will get his medicine the instant he offers to put up a fight!"
"If Jack had anything ter do with it, he ought
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ter be shot!" exclaimed Climber. "But I can't
make myself believe that he would."
"All right. But we will follow him, without
his knowing it, just the same, and if it does turn
out to your way of thinking, there won't be any
harm done, anyhow."
"All right."
The ranchman did not seem to want to dispute
the youp.g deadshot, but it was very evident that
he thought he was making. a mistake in his esti·
mation of White Horse Jack. As they got to the
edge of the timber strip they could see the mustange1· riding off, fully a mil\ away. Wild called
a halt.
"We'll wait till he gets out of sight," he said.
"The trail is an easy one to follow."
"Jest as you say Young Wild West," answered
Climber. "I hope we ain't wastin' time, though."
"We are not wasting any time. If any one
should be worried about Arietta, I am the one.
I expect to marry her some day, and that means
that I must think an awful lot of her."
"Well, that's so," admitted the rancl:man. ·
Not uritil White Horse Jack had chsappeared
over a ridge did they leave the cover of the
trees. Then they 1·ode out and took the trail.
Wild was determined not to let the mustanger see
them so whenever the ranchman wanted to ride
·
at a faster pace, he held him back.
"I reckon I'm running this, Mr. Climber," he
said. "I'm. going to work it out my own way.
You just keep right along with us, and don't try
to get ahead too fast. Or, if you wish, you can
go on and let White Horse Jack know we suspect
him."
"I want tfr d6 jest as you want ~e t?,". w~s
the quick reply. "But I sorter cant git it m
my head that Jack could be as bad as you think
,
he is."
"All right. Just keep on thinking that way.
I reckon you'll find out differently pretty soon."
"If I do, I'll be ready ter shoot Jack, that's
all."
"You mustn't do that, unless he tries to shoot
you."
"I couldn't help doin' it."
"You just leave him to me."
The ride continued and at length the river was
reached with th'e mustanger over two miles
ahead i{f them. It was only a few minutes later
when they came to a halt, and, dismounting, Ollr
hero climbed to the top of a hill and took a look
around the country. Almost the first thing hls
eyes rested upon was a small herd of wild mus•
tangs. They were about a mile away to the left,
and as he looked at them he saw that two white
horses were among them, It struck the boy right
away that one of them might be the /!teed be•
longing to White Horse Jack. If such was the
case the other must be its wilq,mate, Just as
he c'alled Charlie and Jim to come up and have
a look he saw a horseman appeal;' off to the left1
and n~t more than a quarter of a mile _away. _In
spite of the distance, he recognized him readily
as being the villainous mustanger,
"Come up here, boys!" he called out. "I reckon
sometl1ing is going on. White · Horse Jack is
afte,r his white mustang, and there is another
white one with it."
Charlie and Jim hastened to climb the hill, and
the 11anchman followed them.

"That's Jack, all right," said Climber. "I reckon one of them white mustangs is his, too. He'll
come putty near gittin' him if it is, see if he
don't! Jack can't be beat at ropin' mustangs,
yer know."
"Well, I reckon we'll stay right here for a while
and we'll see how he makes out," answered our
hero. "Hello! The herd has turned this way.
Now we'll have a chance to see what happens
better."
Sure enough, the mustangs had veered around,
and the mustanger was seen making for a c~ump
of trees, evidently for the purpose of hiding to
cut them off. He got thei·e, and as the wind was
so the wilder of the steeds could not scent him,
they came right along. It was a rather pTetty
sight to see the mustangs loping along over the
uneven ground, free as the air they breathed. On.
they came, heading right toward the river now,
and when om· friends noticed that it was swollen,
and pTObably deep at the place they were likely
to strike it, they wondered whether or not they
would take to the water and swim the short distance across.
"I reckon we had better keep out of sight," s aid
Wild. ," We mustn't scare the horses, nor White
Horse Jack, either. Lay low, eve1·ybody!"
"Right yer are, Wild!" exclaimed the scout; and
theri they all hastened to do as he dfrected.
The mustanger was nowhere to be seen now,
but they all knew that he must be working
through the woods to head off the mustangs. A
minute passed and then something happened that
was really startlin~. White Horse Jack burst
from the cover of the woods, swinging- a rope
over his head. He was less than a hundred feet
of the herd at the time, and as he uttered a sharp
whistle the mustangs scattered and fled in every
direction. Two of them halted temporarily, as
though they were undecided as to which way to
go. They were the white ones of the herd. It
could now be seen which was the tame steed of
the two, for one of them started toward the mus·
tanger at 'a trot. The other hesitated a moment
and then started to gallop away. But just then
the lariat flew through the air, and the ambition
of White Horse Jack in that direction was satis·
fled. He had caught the mate of his valued steed.
The noose caught the animal about the neck and
one of the forelegs, and there could be but one
result. J)own it went! And before the fright·
ened mustang could get up, the clever villain was
upon it, a halte1'. in his hands. There was no
doubt that White Horse Jack was all the ranch·
man said, when it came to that sort of business.
He had the wild horse hobbled in a very short
time; and, though she bit and kicked in her t error, the mare could not get away. It was just
about this time that another man appeared upon
the scene. He was Kelly, one of the trio who bad
carried Arietta to -the cave. Our friends did not
know him, but tl1e r;mchman did, of course.
"Wbo is that galoot?" wna asked.
"He's one of my men," was the reply. "Him
an' two others generally goes with Jack on his
hunts fur wild mustangs. They don't git to ther
ranch more'n two or three times a week. They're
mighty good men, an' I pay 'em good wages."
"I see," said om· hero. "Now we're getting
down to hardpan, I reckon. Boy,l;l, it won't be a
great while now before we find Arietta. I only
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In spite of his struggles to get free, Wild was
hope sl:e is all right. If the villains have dared
to harm a hair in her head they will get their quick1y carried into the cave. He was bound
medicine in a hurry. Now, then, to follow the both hand and foot, and as he was dropped to
galoots. They will take the horses somewhere the ground in the cave he realized that his partright away, and it is not likely it will be to the ners would have a hard time finding him. But
that they would manage to do it he was certain,
corral, either."
He was 1ight in this. White Horse Jack soon for they would search every inch of the ground
caught the other horse, and then they set out around there, and that meant that they could
along the i'iver bank. They passed within a hun- hardly miss finding the cave.
"Kelly, you keep a watch outside," said White
dred yards of our friends, but a ridge of rock
hid them and their horses from view. As they Horse Jack. "If any of ther rest of 'em comes,
.:were proceeding on foot, our hero felt that they jest be ready ter act, an' let me know mighty
quick."
could not be going very far.
"All right, Jack," answered Kelly, as he went
"I reckon I'll watch where they go," he said . .
to the entrance and disappeared from view.
"You fellows stay here till I come back."
Then White Horse Jack turned his attention to
The next minute the dashing young deadshot
was after the two villains, confident that he was his helpless prisoner.
"You come out here ter find your gal, I
going to find his sweetheart in a very short time.
s'pose ? " he questioned.
"Yes," answered Wild coolly. "I followed you,
because I was sure you were responsible for her
disappearance."
CHAPTER XL-How Wild Was Caught.
"Yer follered me, did yer?"
The villainous mustanger seemed to be surWild moved forward quickly, and he soon came
to the top of a little rise and saw the_ two men prised.
"Yes, I was on your trail all the time."
leading the horses among the rocks, nght close
"An' I didn't find it out till yer got right here.
to the river. He kept after them, and after
about five minutes of dodging about he suddenly Well, if yer had been as clever then as yer was
lost sight of them altogether, though they were before, I wouldn't have found it out at all; then
not more than two hundred feet ahead of him at yer might have saved yer gal."
"Oh, I'l_l save her yet," said the boy assuriw:-ly.
the time. This ,yas somewhat puzzling to him,
"That 1s the way to talk, Wild!" came from
but, thinking that he would agai~ come in sight
of them, he moved on ju$t as cautiously as before. behind the curtained corner of the cave. "I am
He was walking along softly behind a big rock, right here, and I have been waiting a long time
when suddenly a noo"e settled over his head and for you to come. I am sorry that you got caught
tightened about his neck. It was so unex<pected by the scoundrels, but it i', quite likely that you
that before he could get a chance to throw it off can get ~way from them pretty quick when the
he was lying on the ground, gasping and choking. proper time comes. Don't worry about me; I
Then four men ;mcldenl y appeared and fell upon am all right."
The words of the girl made a bio- cFfference in
him.
·
the feelings of the captive boy. To hear from
"One little yell, an' you'll die right now, Young lH'r own lips that she was all right, after b:!ing
Wild West!"
missing since the evening before, was quite asIt was White Horse Jack who spoke. His three suring to him.
cronie~ looked at the helpless boy and nodded to
"It's all ril"ht. F.t," he called out. "I reckon
make him understand that they thoroughly they've gone just about as far as they dare
to.
agreed with what their leader said. Wild was Everything is fixed up to haul them in. They
quickly bound and his weapons removed from are not the only ones who know of the existence
him. This v.-as all done while one of the villains of this cave. Just wait a while, and take it easy."
held the muzzle of a revolver against his fore"All right, Wild."
head. It had so happened that White Horse Jack
"Can't you come out from behind that curtain
had caught a glimpse of our hero as he was fol- so I can have a look at you?" our hero asked.
}Q\ling him. The villain was surprised, and
"No; the(' tied me a little while ago, and I
pleased as well, for he now saw a way to be can't do it.'
doubly revenged on the young deadshot.
"Well, you won't be tied very long, so don't
He had planned quickly to catch the boy, and worrv."
the plan had worked to perfection. It so hapWhite Horse Jack scowled as he heard this
pened that they were almost in front of the cave conversation between his two captives. It was
in which Arietta was imprisoned at the time. quite possible that he was fearing for his own
But the villains had seen to it that she was tied, safety just then. What Wild said in such an
so she could not possibly escape, when they came easy-going style made him think that it was the
out.
truth he was telling his sweetheart. But -the
"Git him in ther cave-quick, boys!" exclaimed villain never once thought of leWng them go.
the mustanger. "I never thought I would have His nature wa5 far too vengeful for that. He
any sich luck as this. Wasn't it lucky that I hap- had suffered humiliation and defeat at the hands
pened ter turn my head an' catch a glimpse of of Young Wild West, and he must have a terhim? First off, I was goin' ter wait an' pour rible revenge or he wou 1d never feel like himself
some hot lead inter him, but I knowed it was again. That is what he tried to n.ake himself
quite likely that his pards is somewhere around, believe. anyhow. The mustanger began pacing
an' ther shootin' would have brought 'em up in up and down the cave. Presently he turned his
double-quick time. So it struck me ter lasso him attention to the two white horses. They were
an' that's what we done!"
standing side by side, and, though. one vf them
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was trembling at almost every sound, no one
would have taken it for a steed that had never
been broken. The villain's own horse was guite
docile, and this had much to do with the other's
keeping quiet. He patted his o:iyn horse on the
neck, and the animal evinced signs of pleasure.
Then he turned his attention to the mare. But
she kicked and bit at him savagely, showing that,
though she was a prisoner, she was anything but
1.-9.bdued.
"I'll fix you,
honey, as soon as this other
trouble is settled,' he muttered, half aloud. "I've
got two to tame now, I reckon."
"Two to tame and one to kill, I suppose?"
spoke ou,x hero, who heard what he said.
"Yes, that's right, Young Wild West," was the
quick retort. "You can easily guess who they
nil are."
"Oh, yes. I am the one to be killed, I suppose?"
"You've guessed it just right."
"Well, I reckon ~ou won't kill me, anyhow.
You haven't got the nerve to do it. You know
too well that you would hardly get away from
this cave before you would be shot dead yourself.
That is just a s sure. as l am a prisoner here.
You can believe it or not, but you would never
get fifty' feet away from this cave if you were to
even harm me. I know just what I am talking
about, Mr. White Horse Jack."
The boy's words had a great effect on the villains. White Horse Jack shrugged his shoulders
and turned slightly pale, while Mose and Blink
shook their heads, as though they had quite
enough of it, and were ready to quit.
"Youn~ Wild West, do yer mean ter say that
you've g-ot a crowd around here, waitin' ter git a
chance at us?" Blink a sked.
"Well, it isn't so much of a crowd," was the
cool rejoinder. "But I reckon there is quite
enough to clean you up in sllort order. My two
partners and your boss are within a hundred
yards of this spot at this minute, and they are
waiting for me to come back. When they find
that I don't, they will eome and look for me.
That is only natural, you know. As to finding
this cave, that will be quite easy, for we heard of
its existence before we started. You see, rou
are not the only ones who knew of the cave.'
Wild talked in this way to make them really
believe that they stood no show, and he was succeeding in doing it. White Horse Jack went to
the mouth of the cave now. No doubt he wanted
to consult with Kelly, ·for he felt that he could
depend on him the most. Wild now tried the
effect of a short lecture upon the other two rascals.
"You fellows· ought to know that you couldn't
do a thing like this without getting punished for
it," he said, in a low tone of voice, so he would
not be heard by the mustanger. "You have only
got one show to save your necks, and that is to
let me and the girl go, and then go back to the
ranch and wait till the boss gets back. If you
do this I will see to it that you get off scot free.
If you don't do , it, you will have to suffer with
the other two. I don't see where you expect to
come in on tins deal, anyhow. If White Horse
Jack kills me and th~n forces the girl to become
his wife, what good will you two get out of it?
Where will your pay come in for assisting in a
double crime?"
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· "Mose," said Blink, in a whisper, "there ever
was truer words than them."
"I reckon you're right, Blink," was the reply.
"We've gone too far fur our own good. Jack
shouldn't have clone this, an' we shouldn't have
helped him."
"Well, let's square ourselves, then."
"Yes, that's it!"
"Will we be sure ter go free if we let you an'
ther gal loose?" Blink asked.
"Yes; I'll give you my word on it," said Wild,
delighted at the success he had met with.
"All right, then. Here yer gO!"
Blink drew his knife, and, casting a look toward the outlet of the cave, quickly severed our
hero 's bonds.
CHAPTER XII.-Hop and Hi Start on th e Trail.
Hop did not mean to keep the Yankee's watch
and chain. But he wanted to worry him a little.
The watch was not worth a g reat deal, while the
chain could have been bought for: ten cents. The
Chinaman knew quite well that, even if he wanted to keep his winning s, Wild would make him
give up when he came back, for it was quite
certain that Hi Climber would let the whole thing
be known.
"You wantee know whattee timee ?" Hop a sked,
with a grin, a s H i remained standing before him
in au attitude of dejection.
"No, I don't want ter know," was the reply.
"But do ye1· think it is a square deal ter fake a
man's watch from him?"
"Allee• samee velly muchee square deal, Misler
Hi. r"Y ou wan tee bettee, and me winnee, so be.
It all'ee samee you fault, so be."
"Well, maybe it is my fault; but jest because
a man's a fool enough ter make a bet don't say
that he oughter be swindled out of his watch.
That watch was give me by my father, an'
though it ain't worth a whole lot, I wouldn't take
a hundred dollars fu~ it."
•
Hop thought a moment.
"You comee uppee and allee samee tellee
Missy Climber 'boutee, and len me givee you um
watchee back.''
"What must I do that fur?"
"You allee samee lettee her know you foolee,
so be."
"Oh, she knows that now," said Hi, just as
though there was no doubt about it. "But anything ter git ther watch back."
"Allee light; you comee to um kitchen.''
The two went to the kitchen and found the
ranchman's wife there.
"Now you tellee allee 'boutee, so be," Hop said,
as they walked in.
Hi did so, not omitting any of the details.
"You're a fool, Hi!" snapped the woman.
"I know it," was the reply.
"Yer don't deserve to have ther watch back."
"Well, maybe I don't. But it ain't :no good to
hi m. "
"Me givee back. But me showee lillee tlick
with um watchee allee samee firstee. Now, evelybody watchee, so be."
He took tl}e watch from his pocket and, removing the chain, tossed it to the Yankee. Then
out come his big, yellow silk handkerchief. He
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showed both the handkerchief and the watch to
Mrs. Climber, for he wanted to mystify her as
much as he dicl Hi. ·
"Lis um velly stlong watchee, so be," he declared, as he placed it in the handkerchief and
formed an improvised slungshot.
Bang! He brought the watch down on the
table with fo1·ce enough to Snap the springs and
knock the wheels out of place.
"Hey!" cried Hi, jumping a foot from the floor.
"What are yer doin'? You've broke my watch
·
all ter pieces."
Hop shook his head and smiled.
"Lis um velly stlong watchee; me no hurtee,"
he retol'ted.
Then he whirled the watch over his head again
an'd let it come down har<ier than before. Again
the Yankee leaped in the air.
"That's ther last of her, if ther other time
didn't do it!'1 he said, with a groan.
"It surely must be, Hi," spoke up the ranchman's wife, who had been so ast_Qnished at the
unexpected actions of the Chinaman that she
could not find words to express herself until now.
"No . hurtee one lillee bit," declared the clever
Chinaman. "Um velly muchee stlong watchee,
so be."
But neither the woman nor Hi could be made
to believe anything like that. Hop now took his
fist and pounded upon the watch.
"Lat make um hands go 'lound allee samee
better, so be," he said, smiling blandly at them.
It was just then that Anna and Eloise, attracted by the unusual sounds in the kitchen,
came in.
_ "What are you doing, Hop?" the scout's .wife
demanded severely, as she saw him on his knees
/
upon the floor.
"He's broke my watch all ter pieces!" exclaimed Hi. "I've a notion ter kick his head off fur
doin' it, too!"
"Me no hurtee um watchee, Missy Anna," declared Hop, rising to his feet. "Me only poundee
lillee bit, so be. Um velly muchee stlong
\vatchee', so be."
The girls understood the case now. They knew
very well that the Chinaman had not harmed the
watch any. It ·was an old trick of his, and he
had simply made them believe the watch was
in the handkerchief, while really there was something else there that was getting the benefit of
_
the rough usage.
"Give him his watch, Hop," said Anna sternly.
"This is no time for such foolishness. Don't you
know that Arietta may be in some great danger,
or possibly dead?"
"Allee light, Missy Anna. Me givee Misler Hi
um watchee; len me go tly findee Missy Alietta."
"An' I'll go with you!" exclaimed Hi.
"Allee light."
Hop then . unfolded the handkerchief and appeared to take the man's watch from it. But he
didn't, of course. He had it concealed in his hand
and it looked as though he did. He handed it to
him, and when Hi found that the watch was ticking he could hardly believe the evidence of his
ears. Mrs. Climber was as much surprised as
he was, though she knew very well that the
Chinaman was a sleight-of-hand performer.
"Well, did you ever!" she exclaimed!. as she
looked at the watch.
But the girls were too · much worried about
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Arietta to explain to her just then. Hi attached '
the watch to his chain, and then nodding to the ;
'
Chinaman, said~
"If you're ready, we'll go. I ain't much of a
figl;!ter, but I don't run from danger no kind of 1
fashion, I kin tell yer!"
"You allee samee likee me, so be," was the -!
reply. "Me velly muchee blave."
"Well, I'll bet yer kin fool any one putty easy, 1
,
if yer ain't very brave."
"You gottee lat down velly m'Uchee finee, Mis- I
ler Hi. You allee samee go uppee um tlee velly I
·
nicee, so be."
"Why?" was the question Hi propounded.
" 'Cause you allee samee high climber, so be."
· The Yankee grinned.
"That ain't ther first time that's been got off I
at ther expense of my name," he said. "But it's
mighty good, jest ther same. Down home they I
used ter say 'How is that fur high?' when they ,
met rae."
"Lat velly muchee goodee, so be." ·
The two now went to the stable. Hop got the
piebald broncho he rode re;;tdy, while Hi saddled
a bony gray.
"I reckon I'll take along my rifle," said the I
latter, as he ran back to the h6use. "There's no I
tellin' but that I niight have ter use it afore we '
git back."
"Lat velly goodee idea, so be," Hop answered. I
It was not long before the Yankee came run- \
ning back with an old-fashioned, muzzle-loading l
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"I kin shoot putty straight with this gun," he j
observed, as he mounted his mustang. "I've often I
picked squirrels out of trees in Maine at a distance of a hundred yards. I ain't up ter Young
Wild West, I'll admit, but I'll bet I kin hit a ,
man half a mile off!"
Hop nodded, and seemed to be satisfied that he
really had a great shot going with him. The
Chinaman had no idea where he was going, or
what was going to happen. He was simply trusting to luck, knowing that his horse would be apt'
to follow the trail of Wild and his partners.
If Ji.e got the chance to be of some use to them,
all right; if he did not, it would be just the same.
But the clever Chinaman was a great one to turn
up in time to be of assistance, and when least
expected, too. He only took Hi along for the fun ,
there might be had out of it. The two . struck
the trail made by Wild and his companions .and
then they kept right on until they reached the
river. They were less than an hour behind them, ,
tQo,' which made it look as though they might be
too late to be of any good.
"Lat watee allee samee comee 'long pletty ,
fastee, so be," observed Hop, as they halted on ,
the bank of the turbulent stream to give their
horses a blow.
"Yes, it was a putty heavy rain we had last
night, an' ther water is comin' down from ther
·
hills," was th~ reply.
It was just then they saw two horsemen com- 1
l
ing. Hof did not know them, but Hi did.
"Them s two of ther cowboys what works for
ther boss," he explained. "Maybe they know
,
somethin' about ther missin' gal."
Sure enough, they were two of the cowboys I
that worked for the ranchman. They were Mose
and Blink, the men who had decided to liberate
our hero and h.is sweetheart in the cave. · The
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two men seemed surprised when they saw Hi and
the Chinaman there. They knew the Yankee, but
had never seen the Chinaman before. They rode
on up, however, and as they came to a halt, Hi
called out:
·
"Seen anything of Young Wild West?"
"Yes," answered Blink. "We're on our way to
ther ranch with a message from him. There's
ther dickens ter fay around here."
"Where um gir ?" asked Hop.
"She's with Young Wild West by this time, I
reckon," was the retort.
Then the two rode on, leaving Hop and the
:Yankee on the river bank.
CHAPTER XIIL-Arietta and the Mustang.
Wild was no sooner relieved of his bonds than
he got up and picked up his weapons. His rifle,
revolvel's, and knife had been placed on a barrel
that was in the cave, and, once in possession of
them, he felt.that he was equal to anything that
might turn up.
"You can go now," he said to the two men, who
had made up their minds to quit the game and
reform. "I'll attend to the young lady."
"We don't dare ter go out with ther horses,
'cause Jack an' Kelly is out there," answered
Blink, in a whisper.
"All right. Just see to it that you don't change
your minds, then. If you should happen to, you
will get shot, as sme as my name is Young Wild
West."
The two men stood watch at the mouth of the
cave. Wild coolly stepped over to the curtain,
and, throwing it aside, faced his helpless sweetheart. Arietta had heard all that was said, and
she knew enough to keep silent. She smiled at
her dashing young lover as he quickly released
her from her bonds.
"Oh, Wild!" she exclaimed, in a low tone of
voice. "I am so glad you got here!"
"Well, so am I, sweetheart," was the reply.
"But if it had not been for the change that I
caused to come over the two men h,ere I reckon
things wouldn't be in very good shape just now.
Now I'll tell you what you do. I'll go out first
and make }Jrisoners of White Horse- Jack and the
other galoot, and when you hear me call out all
right you can mount Jack's hol'Se there and come
on out."
"All right, Wild. I will do just as you say."
Our hero now walked boldly across the cave.
Blink and Mose were standing close together, as
though undecided what to do.
''I'll soon get the two outside," Wild said to
them. "Then you can go on out and ride over to
the ranch. Tell the girls there that Arietta has
been found and that she is with me. That will
ease their minds some, I know."
"We'll do it, Young 'Wild West," answered
Blink.
"An' you'll be sure ter fix it so we won't git
in no trouble, won't yer ?" Mose asked.
"I have already given you my word to that
effect. I never go back on a promise."
The two cowboys looked relieved. But they
did not make a move to go out. Whether it was
shame or feal' that kept them from facing White
Horse Jack just then is not known; but they did
not want to do it, just the same. Wild now stole
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softly toward the entrance. He reached it, but
could see nothing of either Jack or Kelly. He
went on outside. Peering around· a rock, he
caught sight of them standing on a little hill,
not far from the rushing st.ream of water. The
young deaclshot knew that he could not get them
without being seen, so, throwing the butt of his
rifle to his shoulder, he stepped out into view
and exclaimed:
"Hold up your hands, you :;,neaking coyotes!
The jig is up! I hold the winning hand in the
game!!'
Of the two, Kelly was tl1e quicker to realize
the danger. With a leap, he got behind a tree,
and then he raised his revolver and fired at the ·
boy. The bullet went over the head of Wild and
then he took a quick aim at the part of the
man's body that was exposed and pressed the
trigger. Crang ! The report rang out sharp and
clear. Kelly was hit, and mortally, at that. He
dropped to the groun<i and rolled down the hill
on the other side. Wild was quick enough to
turn the smoking muzzle of his rifle upon ·white
Horse Jack, who seemed to have lost his power of
action.
"Up with your hands!" came the . sharp com-.
mane! from the boy's lips.
The mustanger rai;;ed his hands mechanically.
"_l reckon you're not in such a hurry to die as
the other fellow . was," said Wild coolly, as he
walked up to him.
Then he called out loudly:
"All right, Et! Come on!"
Arietta was ready. She sprang from behind
the curtain and, ignoring the two men in the
cave entirely, she made .for the two white horses.
But in he1· haste sl1e got them mixed, and, instead
of selecting the mustanger's steed, she got hold
of the ,vilcl one. It so happened that this one
seemed to be the more tame of the two just then,
and for some reason of her own the mare gave
a whinny of pleasure as the bi-ave g·11 ~we her
a pat on the neck and then procee 1
u::itie
the halter. Arietta was used to rid;
sorts
of ways, and she did not hesitate to ,:; .. ·..1,I herself upon the mustang's back. Then it was that
the mare took fright and made a bolt from the
cave. The girl realized that she had made some
kind of mistake, and, knowing that the only thing
to do under the circumstances was to stick to the
back of the animal, she lowered her head anJ,
catching the mare about the · neck, went whizzing out into the open air. Like a rocket the wild
mustang bounded away. Wild was busy tying
the anrs of White Horse Jack, and when he
heard the clatter of hoofs he looked and saw that
his · sweetheart was in a new danger. As the
girl went past him along the bank of the sb:eam
he called out:
·
"Hold fast, Et! You took the wron_g horse.
But let rcr run for a while, and then you may be
able to turn her back this way. I'll be ready
with my iariat then."
The girl heard and understood, but her position
was such a perilous one that she dared not even
turn her head to look at him. Up the hill went
the wild mustang, showing a remarkable burst
of speed. There was some level land beyond the
fringe of trees that ran along the xiver, and once
upon this the brave girl began to show her skill
at managing a horse. But it was little that she
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left on the hill by our hero. The villain called
out softly to Kelly as he saw our friends rescu.
ing Arietta.
"What's ther matter, Jack?" the dying villain
gasped.
''Are yer hurt bad?"
"I'm about an in," was the reply. "Oh, if I'd·
only took better aim! It would have been Your.~1
Wild West instead of me ter pass in his chips:'
Jack, though bound securely, was able to roil
himself over, and down he came right alonrr- ;
side his dying partner.
"Cut me loose, Kelly!" he exclaimed hoarsely.
"Then I'll try ter· do somethin' fur yer."
Kelly heard ana understood, but he had been .
shot through the lung, and he was fast bleeding
to death. He managed to pull his knife and
sever the bonds that held White Horse Jack's ,
hands together, and then he was taken with a
fierce choking. It was the bleeding "inwardly
that was doing the work now.
"Jack!" he said in a whisper. "Jack, promise
me that you will kill Young Wild West fur this!"
"I promise yer, Kelly!"
"Good! I--"
That was all there was to the life of Kelly.
He fell back without even a groan. White Horse !
Jack ,knew that he could do him no good, so he
crept to the top of the hill and peered around.
Our friends were on the bank of the stream, a
good hundred yards aw~y. He crept along ar.d
got his 'weapons, and then he was just in time
to see Mose and Blink come out of the cave ai1<l
ride away, without even passing a word with
those on the bank. The mustanger was desperate now, and he was ready to take any kind ·of
chances. He worked his way to the top of the
cliff, under which was loaated the cave, and in a ·
couple of minutes he had passed the group be- :
low him and saw their horses. But as he neared !
the waiting- horses he saw that the sorrel stallion .
was not among them. He quickly caught one cf \
the ho1'ses by t:he bridle and led it away from i
the spot. Then he mounted and took tne direction he had seen Mose and Blink go. A coup]'!
of miles down the river he came in sight oE .
them. They were at a halt, talking with a Chinaman and the Yankee cousin of the ranchm,,n.
White Horse Jack knew them at a glance. I!e
was even near enough to hear what was said.
"So you're goin' ter ther ranch ter let the··
gals know that Arietta's with Wild, an' llll rigM,
are yer!" exclaimed the villain, under his breath.
"It was you two galoots what let Young Wil.,l
West loose, an' I'm sartin of it now. I reckon
you'll have ter give an account of yourselves. all
right. I'm in fur it now, an' if I do kill Mos~
an Blink fur goin' back on me, it won't make
no difference."
Making a slight detour, he rode off to inter-·
cept the two co"'7boys. He just had time to do
it, too, and the first thing they knew thev he~.rd
him call out to them. But ·Hoo and Hi a'so
heard the call, and they lost no time in turn'wr
their horses that way. They rode out into vi0w
just as White Horse Jack was halting the two
who had !!'One back on him.
"H0w did yer 11:it away from Young Wild \Vest,
CHAPTER XIV.-White Horse Jack Escapes.
Jack ? " asked Blink.
"You two g-aloots clidn'ii help m~, did ..,.._,._. T"; '
In their excitement none of our 'friends paid
/
.,.
any attention to White Horse Jack, who had been was the sneering rejoinde},',

could do, and over a mile had been covered before
she could get the frightened mare to turn. Then
back to the starting point the mustang galloped.
Meanwhile our hero had finished tying White
Horse Jack, and, leaving him sitting on the
ground, he ran to where he had left his partners
and the ranchman. As luck would have it, they
were not there, they havini; no doubt started out
to look foT him. But the horses were there, and
Wild quickly got his rope. Then he ran back to
the hill and was just in time to see Arietta riding back, guiding the wild mustang by motions
from her hands. It was just then that Cheyenne
Charlie came running down from the rocks below
the mouth of the cave.
"What's up, Wild?" he called out, waving his
hat.
"Arietta is coming on the back of a wild mustang, Charlie," was the quick reply. "We have
•
got to save her."
"Right yer are!" answered the scout. "I see
that you've got White Horse Jack all right.
We've been lookip' all over fur yer."
Charlie could hear the hoofbeats of the advancing horse, and, looking around for an available spot to stand and catch the mustang, he saw
•
a fallen tree.
"I reckon I'll. have ter git my work in, if Wild
don't, afore she gits here," he muttered. "That
horse won't jump over that tree; it'll be right into
·
ther water, most likely."
He hastened to get his lariat, but just then the
wild mustan&" came in sight. Wild was all ready,
his lariat swmging, ready to lasso the mare. But
just then the unexpected happened. The horse
horse won't jump over that tree; it'll go right into
turbulent stream.
"Save me!" screamed Arietta, clinging to the
animal's neck.
As Charlie threw himself over a log and strove
to catch her, Wild shouted encouragingly and let
his lariat go. It was a perilous moment for Arietta. The stream was too shallow to submerge
the mustang and the frightened animal was leaping along with great bounds. One little slip and
the brave girl would go to her death. The fallen
tree upon which the scout was waiting to seize
her quivered under his weight. Just as he was
going to make a desperate attempt to reach her,
Wild's rope settled over both gixl and horse.
Not daring to tighten it too quickly, he ran
along the bank, pulling them to it gradually.
Past, the log they went, and quickly getting back
tA) _solid ground, Charlie got hold of thE: rope and
soon had the frightened mustang and its burden
close to the bank.
"Slip out, Arietta!" he cried, as he lifted the
.
noose allove her head.
She did so, and"the next moment she was pulled
ashore. Young Wild West reached the spot just
in time to catch her in his arms.
"Don't let the mustang get away, Charlie!"
cried the girl pantingly. "I want her.".
Jim and the ranchman now came runnmg to the
scene, they having just got down from the cliff.
above.
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You see, Jack, we thought it was

a little too much ter do what you wanted us ter

do, so we so1ter made a deal with Young Wild
West. It's better ter be honest than crooked,
anyhow. I always knowed that, but I never begun ter practice it altogether until a little while
ago. Now, don't you go ter gittin' mail about
what we've done. You had better take ther
chance you've got an' light out. Fur ther sake
of old times, we won't stop yer."
White Horse Jack laughed sardonically. Then
he whipped out his revolver. But as quick as he
was, Blink, who had been anticipating such a
move, had him covered.
"Put that away, Jack!" he said quietly. "I
know yer are mad enough ter kill ther pair of.
us. But yer ain't goin' ter do it! Do yer hear
that?"
The mu$tanger uttered an oath. ·
.
"You'll both be sorry fur this," he declared, as
he let his gun drop back into the holster.
"Hip hi! Hoolay! Me allee samee bully boy,
with um glassee eye!"
It was Hop Wah who utternd the shout. He
was ve:i;y close to the three horsemen now, and
Hi Climber was coming right behind him.
Hop was flourishing his big six-shooter now,
and acted as though he might really be dangerous. The two cowboys did not want to injure
their former leader any, so accepting this as a
chance to ride away, they did so, leaving the
mustanger to Hop and the Yankee.
"Well, did yer find ther gal ? " queried the
Yankee.
"I'll find you, you meddling fool!" was the
quick reply, as the villain whipped out his revolver.
Bang! Hop pulled the trigger of his big sixshoote1·, the muzzle pointing squarely at the mustanger's breast. A streak of red fire went out,
spreading until it completely enveloped the villain for the fraction of a second. The mustang
he was mounted upon took fright and · galloped
away over the back track, Jack losing his revolver in the excitement of it. If Hop's weapon
had been loaded with bullets, he would surely
have put an end to White Horse Jack then and
there. But it was not.
The two followed the fugitive .sharply, and,
noticing that there was something the matter
with him, they rode hard to find out what it was.
The fact was that the dose of fireworks that Hop
had shot from his pistol had burned the villain
.about the eyes, so that he could hardly see where
he was going, and the mustang was really choosing its own course. By the time he could see
with anything like accurateness, over a mile had
been covered, and he was rapidly nearing the
cave. White Horse Jack tried to turn the horse
and strike out for the right, but too- late! Hop
and Hi closed in on him just then, and it was a
case of fight or surrender to them.
CHAPTER XV.-Conclusion.
Young Wild West and his partnel's anJ sweetheart wel'e elated at the way things had turned
out. It was not until then that our hel'o looked
to the hill and saw that his pl'isoner was not
there. White Horse Jack had escaped, sure

JACK"

enough! Wild ran down the other side and found
the body of Kelly lying there.
"Hurry up, boys! Get your horses!" he called
out.
Charlie and Jim ran for their horses, followed
by the ranchman. But when they got to the
spot they found that one of them was missing.
"Ther g;aloot took him, I'll bet!" said the scout,
as he mounted.
They started ahead like a shot. The ranchman
mounted the other horse, leaving Wild without
OIJ.e. But there were two in the cave yet.
"Et," said Wild, smiling at his sweetheart, "I
am going to leave it to Charlie and Jim to run
down the mustanger. You and I will follow them,
and we will take the wild mustang with us. You
mount Kelly's horse, and I'll take White Horse
Jack's. The wild one will go along all right, I
think."
Thev were not long in getting ready to leave
the cave that the girl had spent the night in
captivity in. Meanwhile Charlie, Jim and Climber were getting over the g-round lively. As they
burst from a patch of timber and high bushes
they suddenly came upon a scene that surprised
all three of them. It sllrprised the ranchman because he saw his cousin from Maine holding a
rifle pointed at the breast of Whioo Horse Jack,
and it surprised Charlie and Jim to see Hop
there. as large as life, and sitting on the back
of his broncho, holding a paper parasol over his
head. White Horse Jack had submitted to capture without a word of protest.
"What made yer steal ther gal, Jack?" questioned the ranchman.
"Fur two reasons, boss. First, I wanted ter
git revenge on Young Wild West; an', second,
I wanted ter marry ther gal. I was goin' ter
make her have me, ·whether she ·wanted me _or
not. An' I was goin' ter shoot Young Wild West
dead in his tracks ther first time I got ther
chance."
Wild and Arietta soon reached the spot. A
few minutes .later the party was making its way
to the ranch. Wild kept his promise to Mose and
Blink and they were forgiven by the ranchman.
White Horse Jack was taken to Tolliver and
locked up in the town jail, our friends and the
ranchman making the necessary charges against
him. Right here we might as well state that he
broke jail about a week later, and his love for
his white horse being so strong, he came to the
ranch and stole it. But it never did him any
good, for in the case that followed he was shot
and killed by one of the shexiff's men, as was
the hoi-se. It was an accident that caused the
death of the horse, but the man who fired the
shot that laid the mustanger low surely meant .it.
Our friends remained a couple of days at the
ranch. When they got ready to leave, Wild had
tamed the white mare considerably, and they took
- her with them. Arietta had passed through a
thrilling experience with the wild mustano-. and
we may as well let it be known that it
this
adventure that made it possible for he1· to ride
the splendid white horse the reader has bec.o me
acquainted with.
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Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST AND THE CATTLE BRANDERS; or,
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CU RR EN T NE WS
A GEOL OGIC AL FREA K
most 1·emar kable geolog ical freaks
the
One of
rts
in Mexico is a mount (lin situate d on the outski
at a
of .Pachu ca which repres ents the appea rance sides
dista~ re of being covere d with spikes . The
stone
of the mount ain are closely studde d with five
to
colum ns or palisad es. These colum ns are
twelve feet long and as large around as an averag-e man's body. It is a remar kable uplift of
of
nature , which has the appear ance, howev er,One
being the handiw ork of human beings . ar and
side of the mount ain .is almos t pe1·pendicul
thr stone colum ns protru de from the surfac e at
e.
right angles , and form a? impres sive _pictur
ood
The E!tone is as hard as flmt and has withstnatthe eleme nts for ages. The spikes form a
ural battle ment that makes the mount ain appea r
from a distan ce like some ancien t fort.
TALL EST MAN
in
Ralph E. Madso n, said to be the tallest man
Ameri ca, experi enced difficulty in finding a lodg.
ing place when ~e reache d Detroi t.
Detroi t hotels neglec ted to arrang e sleepm g
quarte rs for men of 7 feet 6 inches , so when·
Madso n applie d for a bed he insiste d h~ must
en
have one withou t footbo ards. About eighte
inches of Madso n's lower extrem ities necess arily
must overre ach the end of the bed to make sleeping- comfo rtable, he says.
There are advan tages and disadv antage s in being so tall " Madso n said. "Sleep ing on trains ist
not so co~fo rtable , but give me a bed withou
footbo ards and I make up for lost time." birthMadso n has just passed his twenty -third
day annive rsary. He weigh s 230 pound s.
Madso n was bo1·n on a ranch in Range r, Tex.
He was six feet tall at the age of twelve years.
BONU S FOR HIDD EN RIFLE S
Dr. Peters , the new Germa n Comm issione r for
um
Civilia n Disarm ament , has annou nced a premisurof 100 marks for every rifle volunt arily
render ed betwe en Septem ber 5 and Octob er 1.
The premiu m will be reduce d to half that amountyt
during the follow ing three weeks , when anmes
will be grante d for ten days, during which the
holder s of weapo ns may prove their legitim ate
origin .
The comm issione r also will use movin g pictur es
to stimul ate intere st ih the collection of hidden
weapo ns. He admits the nature of his task
preclu des the adopti on of coerciv e measu res, as
he is depen dent on public good will. He warns
citizen s, howev er, that in additio n to turnin g in
arms they are oblige d to 1·eport the where abouts
of weapo ns illegal ly posses sed.
HOW THE FREN CH SAVE
What becom es of old sirdin e boxes, tomato cansg
and cans of all kinds? In France , whe1·e nothin
is allowe d to go to waste, they gather them
up and use them -to cut into tin soldier s. In
France, too, the old boots and shoes are collect ed

a11d tvery part is used over again. The work is'
mostly done by convicts in prison s. They take
the Loots and shoes to pieces and soak them;
then the uppers are cut over into childr en's
shoes! or,. if they are too far gone for that, a
pecul~ar kmd_ of presse d leathe r is made by some
chemic al action . The nails are saved and sold,
an~ the scraps go to the farms to fertiliz ele the
to
s011. Who would have though t it possib said
is
it
Yet
saws?
old
of
out
ng
anythi
ntllke
and
th'lt many of the finest surgic al instru ments
some of those used by engine ers are manuf acture.! from the steel that first did duty in saws.
the ']ualit y being fine.
SHOT PICKI NG UP APPL ES
Two apples which Nick Tarato lakis, of Salam_anca, an emplo yee in constr uction work in Rock
of
City, near Allega ny, picked up in the orchar dcut
Mrs. Blosom Dort, who lives near the rock
'
niay cost the man his right leg.
'larato lakis is in the Mount ain Clinic here the
bone of his I_e~ shatte red by a rifle bullet. Mrs.
th~
Dort .. author ities said, wiJJ be charge d withworlc
shooti ng. The workm en, it was said left
had
t~ get some apples in the Dort orcha1'.d. HeDort,
p~cked two, it was report ed, when Mrs.
rifle in hands, appear ed on the porch of her
Mrs.
home. H~ offered to pay for the apples , nd
T.
Dort adrmtte_d, but she told Sherif f Raymo e of
Maller y she mtend ed to break up the practic
the Vl;Orkmen makin g free with her fruit. Taratolnkis started to run toward AlleO'any when
l\Irs. Dort deman ded he accom pany her to th@
rolice station . She fired when he refuse d.
SINGI NG SAND S
disThe ~ingi11:g sands of Lake Michig an are who
c~s,-ed m Science by Mr. W. D. Richar dson, The
aovanc ~s a new_ hypoth esis on the subjec t. near
sands m q1,1est10n are found everyw hereregion ,
the_ \later' s edge throug hout the dune
which border s nearly the whole easter n sid-e. ofthe_ l~ke from Gary to Macki nac. The charac
ter1si1c sound is heard when one walks in the.
sand or pushes a stick or other object throu..,.h it
but_ only when the sand is dry. The souncl-pro~
as
ducmg sand~ only extend back from the water
far as the !me of driftw ood, indica ting the bound
dary reache d by waves during storm s· beyonrthis limi_t sand ~aving exactl y the same' appea
ance, micros copic as -w:ell as macro scopic , proiduces n? sound. The writer sugges ts that period
ts a
ca! wetmg by the water of the lake deposi
t~m film of salts, includ ing calcium and magne sium carbon ates,. upon the grains of sand. Th.is
film create s consid erable frictio n when the grains
are rubbed togeth er and thus causes the sound~
t~e . effect being simila r to that of l'Osin on r
v1ol!n bow. When the sand is carried farthe
inlancl by the wind to form the dunes much of the
salt film is rubbed off, and leachi ng by rain sub11equenil y compl etes its 1·emoval; hence the sar:d3
cease to be "music al."
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BORN A PAUPER
-OR-

FIGHTING HIS WAY UP
By DICK ELLISON
(A Serial Story)
CHAPTER V. (continued)
Billy carried him up to the next floor above
and into a small 1·oom at the r ear of. the house,
,.,here he threw him on the floor with out ..:erenony, dumping him dovm like a bag of meal.
'.c'hen he leit the room, and closed and locked the
<loor.
Dan lay on his back, filled with wonder.
"What does this all mean?" he thought.
"What do I, a poor bootblack, amount to, that
r..nybody should want to entice me away from
my stand and trap me like this?
"Aside from my two chairs I do not possess
twenty-five dollars in the world, and what object •
can anyone have in kidnapping me?
"Is it possible that I have been mistaken for
somebody else? In that event my Ciptors would
soon find out their mistake, but the idea seems
scarcely possible, and if I can get out of here
I'm not going tc wait the result of any such
chance.. How about this rop~?·:
.
Cautiousl):, so as not t? mJm·e himself, he
tug·ged at his bonds and tned to burst or loosen
t~em, but soon found out that he was securely
ti1:d. He gave i!1at up, an~ endeavored to obtam a look _at his s~rroundmg·s.
,
He was l~l!g on his ~ack, an~ could only loo,;:
up at the ceilmg, but with_ co-!1-siderable effort he
managed to turn over on lus _s ide .. The room was
g-Joo!Ily, and he could see w~th difficulty.
i His first turn brought his fac~ towards the
<,oor a1:d he sa,; th~( the bare boa:rds onl_y. Then
Ji; s~m_rmed aicund so_ as to tur-!1 over on th:
.'!•he! side a-!1-d fou~d hui:iself looking at an old
1:tsh1oned chimney, m which was set a grate, the
lnttcr holding the remains of a burned-out fire.
But Dan's eyes caught sig·ht of something else
that sent a faint quiver of hope through him. In
front of the grate, strewn all over the hearth,
was a great heap of rubbish, and at the edge of
.it, the edge nearest to him, the boy could see a
broken bottle.
His hands were tied behind his back, so as to
prevent him from using his teeth on the knots
that secured him, and to bring the rope over the
sharp edge of the broken glass would be a difficult and a dangerous thing, for it would all
h&.ve to be done by feeling instead of seeing, ahd
there was the chance of cutting the arteries in
his wrists and bleeding to death.
Our hero recognized the difficulty and the danger, but he felt that he was in a serious situation, and was bound to take anr risk that held
out a chance of escape. His mmd was at once
made up, and he began to roll over towa rd s th e
fireplace.
·
That part was comparatively
easy, but it was
a delicate iask to so twist and turn his bound
body :;ig to bring the :rope that bound his wristl"

over the $harp , cut-ting edge of the broken ~lass.
Finally, he felt the glass under his bound
w1·ists, and ver y cautiously began tc move up
and down over t he cutting edge. A i:harp pain
a t once infor med him that he was cuttin g into
his flesh, a nd he at once stopped and t wisted himself into another position.
Then he began again to move up and down,
and the slight hissing noise made by the parting
strand_s, a s t!'iey were severed by the sh arp glass,
told him plamly that he was on the r ight track.
It was slow work and h ard wor k to move up and
down, bound as he was, and his effo rts in the
close, hot room br ought out the sweat on Dan,
but he was working for freedom, and h e kept at
it wi th0ut taking a moment's r est.
He r ealized that at any minute his captors
might return, and he felt assured that h e would
be more securely bound than before, so with
aching muscles he st uck to his task, and finally
had the satisfaction of feeling the rope part and
fall away. ·
He brought his hands around to the front, and
s3:w that he h3:d been fortun ate enough _to es~ape
w1t!1 a few ummportant scratche~ on his wrists,
which had alrea dy stopped bleedmg.
Dan li stened intently, and hearing no sound he
allowed himself to lie on the floor for a couple of
minutes in order to recover his strength, for
his labors had worn him out.
Then when his muscles felt natura l a ,:,:ain he
sat up ~n the floor and soon unfastened the {-ope
that had been passed around his limbs, str et ched
himself a few times to get the stiffne s out of
arms and legs, and then cautiously, and with a s
little noise as possible, got upon !tis fe et. For
all th'at he knew his captors might be in a room
beneath him, and the boy was shrewd enough to
avoid alarming them.
Now he glanced a1·ound the gloomy ·apartment
in which h e had been flung by Bill, a nd saw
that he was in a room that measured abo 1t ·
by twelve feet, and was lighted only by ~~:
small window at the rear. He walked over to
the window, which ha_d not been washed for
years, and through which the li ht came dim!
and looked out
g
y,
·
He saw only the backs of warehouses, the windows all closed with iron shutters. There was
not much chance of escape in that direction, and
he was fully twenty feet above a small, flagged
yard. But Dan was ready to · try anything in
his desperate situation, and he tried to open the
window.
Either it was secured in some unknown manner, or else was stuck fast as the result of years
of disuse, and he could not budge it. Breaking
the small panes would not serve him, for h e could
only shout to the bare walls and the heavy iron
shutters, and the boy turned away to survey the
room again.
It was empty, and with the exception of the
fireplace and the heap of rubbish, nothing met
his eye, but as he continued to gaze at it an idea
came into his brain.
•
His captors would return sooner or later, and
h t h
t d
w a
e wan e was a weapon to h elP h'1m to
escape.
(To be continued)
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES.
MATERIAL S USED IN BANK NOTES
The materials that go to make up American
paper money are gathered together from all
parts of the world. Part of the paper fiber is
ljnen rags from the Orient. The silk comes
from China 01· Italy. The hh'e ink is made from
The black ink is
German or Canadian cob:: 1
made from Niagara Falls 2 etylene gas smoke,
and most of. the green ink is green color mixed
in white zinc sulphite made in Germany. The
red colo, in _the seal is obtained from a pigment
imported from Central America.
DROWNED IN HER BATHTUB
InvestiP·ation by Dr. Howard W. Neall. Deputy
Medical Examiner for Queens, disclosed that Mrs.
Edith Baker, forty-five. a widow of No. 1219
Cedar Avenue, Richmor.d Hill, N. Y., was drowned
while taking a bath at her home the other evening. The boay was discovered by one of her sons.
She had been dead a.n hour. The body was about
. half an inch' below tJ,e snrface of the water. The
boy said his mother had heart disease, and it was
thought at first death was due to that ailment.
Dr. Neall has decided, however, that Mrs. Baker
was drowned, and that probably overcome by
heart failure, she slid down into the tub so that
the M,ater covered he1· head.
KILL MOUNTAIN LION
- A mountain lion invaded the farm house of C.
J. Cann near Battle M'luntain,. Nev., according to
Arthur Lamb, a Br.ttle Mountain rancher, who
was in Reno recently. The lion approached the
house about midnight and attempted to gain entrance through a wirdow. breaking several panes
of glass. Cann was awakened by the noise and
seized a chair, knocking the animal down. The
lion attem]?ted to jump again, but was again
beaten back. Cann's wife then secured his rifle
and on the next attempt the lion was killed. It
was small in size and the body will be sent to the
State Hygienic Laboi-atory here in order that a
test for rabies may be performed.

SHIP RAMS WHALE
The P hiladelphia, of the American Lin e, was
800 mi les · off the I rish coast when something
suddenly impeded her progress. It t ook many
minutes of investigation before it was discovered
that her yachtlike prow had run into a 50-foot
whale and pierced him like a butcher's cleaver.
The vessel had to stop and reverse her engines to
free the bow of the whale's body. The dead animal then sank and the ship continued her run.
Ten happy young women debarked when the
Philadelphia arrived from Southampton an d
Cherbourg. They had been tow:ing the battle
fronts and other points -of interest for a month
as winners in a popularity contest held by the
Il'.finneapolis Star. The vessel had a total of 873
passengers, including Samuel P. Davis and A. P .
Lane, on the American pistol team at the Olympic games.
TEAMS VERSUS MOTOR TRUCKS
An interesting comparison has been made in a
recent number of the Oklahoma Highway Bulletin with regard to teams versus motor trucks in
the hauling of road building' materials. A road
contractor while doing state aid road work of
hauling crushed stone, employed seven teams,
seven drivers and one 3½-ton motor truck.
The seven teams had each hauled three loads of
1 ½ yaxds per day, a total of 4½ yards daily.
By motor truck he hauled 33 yards each day.
Figuring the cost of each team and driver at
$7.25, the total amount was $50.75 per day for
seven teams. The 3½-ton motor truck actually
hauled · more material each day than the seven
The operating expenses of the motor
teams.
truck figured to $18.40 per day, thereby effecting
a daily saving of $32.85. The distance of the
haul was 4½ miles each way, or a total of 9
miles.

P REHISTORIC VILLAGE DUG U P
Important archaeologica l discoveries have just
CAJl.'IELS THRIVE ON LEAVES
been made near Valencia, where a rich find of
I n Australia the offspring of the camel, owing, neolithic urns, utensils imcl arms has just been
n o doubt, to the climate suiting its characteristic s uncovered at Jumilla.. The excavating was do11e
of
better even than that of the land of its ol'igin, under the guidance of the Spanish Academy
obthe
that
says
t
announcemen
whose
History,
parents.
their
than
hardy
more
are
The camel. has great ability to withstand jects fotmd are most important from an archaeodug
fa.tgue, lives on a minimum amount of water logical standpoint. Many stone knives were an d
and carries heavy loads, five hundredweig ht be- up, as well as highly ornamental hatchets
ing no exceptional burden for him to bear for stone jars.
Bones of men and women of the stone age also
many miles without tiring. In the districts in
which the camel is used it is not an uncommon were uncovered·. The directioJ1 in which these
sight to see one of those animals harnessed to a bones lay indicated that the dead were buried
car and being driven in exactly the same way :&acing the east.
Prof. Rafael Altamira of the Oviedo University
as a horse.
Camels do n ot thrive on rich grass, bu t grow · has just made a study of the collection and t h;
f at on dead leaves from the gum tree, spinifex or spot where the objects and bones were found, and
p orcupine grass and mulga. These seem to be has expressed the belief that the place was forg reat delicacies, and t he more thorny the bet ter merly a village and on the sl:ore of a l::t,~e which
long a_go disappeared.
they are apprecia t ed.
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broidered, denoting that the deft fingers of a
woman had been at work there.
There seemed to be no outlet to this room, but
By JOHN SHERMAN
suddenly Carnaro's meditations were broken, and
he looked up as the bright hangings in one cor"Beshrew me, Leonardo, but our journey is a ner were swept aside and a tall, divine-ly formed,
perilous one."
exquisitely beautiful Italian girl hastily entered.
"Santa Brigida, yes, Luigi, but thi,p.k of the
"Fly, Guiseppe, while there is yet time! The
glory."
soldiers are on your track. I overheard them
"Nay-nay, comrades; think of the reward, below, and this time they are on the right ro~d."
the golden piasters that shall be ours when these
"Say you so?" responded the brigand, sipping
rats are exterminated."
his wine, but betraying no emotion whatever.
"Ah, Francisco, yours is the only practical
"Yes, and they must be close at hand. Chico
head among us. But hark! what sound is that? has betrayed us!"
A signal, methinks."
,
"Maledizzone ! the low hound, the groveling
"I care not for signals, but, Madonna, what a cur, who bites the hand that feeds him. The base
bewitching face!"
ingrate! He shall pay for this!"
"Where, Luigi?" ·
"Guiseppe, be calm!" ,
"Just there, by those bowlders. Ah, Leonardo,
"He shall be torn limb from limb, and his enmio, I could fall in love with that face and now trails thrown to the dogs. He shall suffer all
it is gone." ,
the toments I can invent for him. Nothing shall
"Diablo, a spy, no doubt; guard your tongues, be too bad. Oh, the viper, the wolf, the jackal.
comrades, or Carnaro will scent us out long be- Corpo di Baccho!" ·
fore we reach his mountain den."
In his rage the bandit threw down the golden
"Practical again, Francisco.
Never fea1·, up, and started up, paced wildly to and fro,
Chico has informed us too well and has laid his clenching his fist, feeling his stiletto and grindplans too deeply."
ing his teeth. He was at length attracted by the
"Think you, Leonardo, that the bandiliti will young girl beside him.
_
not penetrate his disguise?"
"There's yet time to escape. I have two fleet
"Suspect a poor piper? Corpo di Baccho, no. · horses made ready. Leave this life. I have gold.
The old boy himself would not."
Fly with me to F1·ance, or Spain, or America,
where we may live in happiness. Think no mort!
"'Tis well 'then. Forward, my men!"
The speakers were at the head of a large body of this life."
"What, Bianca! and leave my brave· com•
of soldiers and were pl'Oceeding into the mountains around Naples, that beautiful city, for the rades to perish?"
"They are doomed; nothing can save them.
purpose of l'idding the neighborhood of one of the
most daring and accomplished brigands of mod- Even now, I fear, we are surrounded. Do not
refuse me. By the love you bear me I implore
ern times.
, Many a time had a price been set upon the you to fly."
"No-no! Ask it not by that or I yield."
head of Captain Carnaro, but till now no one had
"By all the vows thou hast made, by all the
' been found brave enough to claim it.
sweet words thou hast .given me, by thy hallowed
A man was found who for a consideration kisses--"
•
·
would betray the bandit chief, and a party was
"Te:rppt me not, Bianca! I cannot withstand
at once made up and started in pursuit.
Chico, a lazzarone, who had once been caught it!"
And; breaking from her, he rushed out of the
by Carnaro's men, and had escaped after joining
the band and learning many of its secrets was cavern and hastily made his way to the common
now disguised as a piper on his way to the apartment of the band.
Nearly all of them were drirlking, and the
stronghold of the robbers leaving in · his track
numerous signals for the- party of soldiers by jugs, bottles and decanters were kept busily cirwhich they could note his progress and success. culating from one to another. Rude jests and
As night came on and the full moon threw boisterous laughter resounded on all sidl;}s, and
its silver rays over the magnificent bay, whose at every fresh drink the noise inc1·eased.
In the center of the group was a pip,~r, clad
beauty is world renowned, the soldiers paused
on the top of a high bluff, from which they could ifi a rough sheepskin jacket, cloth breeches and
round hat. He was entertaining the company
see the city and the bay reposing in silence.
and was in the midst of a bacchanalian ditty
Luigi and Leonardo had long ago ceased to when the door burst open and Carnaro e11tered.
converse and walked side by side just behind
"Ha! Already? I feared as much. Beppo,
Francisco, who communed with himself and said seize that cur and bind him. He is a cursed
1
nothing.
spy!"
Let us go on ahead of the soldiers and visit
"A spy!" burst from the lips of the brigands
the object of their pul'suit.
as they paused in their orgiees.
In a small rock-builtcavern, hung with gorChico, for he it was, was at once seized by a
geous draperies and lighted by a single sus- brawny brigand called Beppo, who appeared to
pended lamp, sat Guiseppe Carnaro, the bandit, be the second in command.
upon a soft couch covered with sheep ski~s,
"Dog of a lazzarone !" hissed the brigand chief,
holding in his hand a cup of pure gold contain- striding up to the spy with his poniard drawn,
ing a draught of the noted Cyprus wine.
his eyes flashing fire and his fists clenched.
Near him stood a small table covered with a "What should prevent me from striking you dead
dark cloth, the hem of which was delicately em- this instant!"
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"I am no spy, excellency."
"Thou liest ! Dare you deny that you are
Chico, whom I once befriended?"
At this challenge the man's face paled for an
instant, and lost the air of injured innocence
1
that it had previously assumed.
"Ho, there, Coletta, Baptista, Giovanni, strip
the scoundrel and see if the blood-1·ed dagger,
the emblem of our band, is not upon his arm!"
The luckless Chico was stripped in an instant
and there, upon the fleshy part of his right arm,
was indelibly marked a red dagger, the sign
which every member of the band was marked
with.
"What would you do with a man who would
give you up to the soldiers?"
"Kill him!" yelled all with one accord, the
drunkenness of them becoming instantly sobered.
The man was seized and was being dragged
from the room despite his agonized cries, when
Carnaro interposed.
"Stay. I_will give you a chance for your life.
I am not all devil. How many are there of the
carbiniere ?"
"Five hundred, excellency, and close at hand.
They only await this signal!"
With a dexterous movement he disengaged his
hands, and seizing the shrillest-toned of his pipes
blew one particularly Ieng and loud note upon it,
and sprang for the barred window.
Before a hand could stop him he had torn
down the fastenings and dashed open tne shutters, and the next instant the astonished bandits
were startled hy the appearnnce of armed troops
at this and other windows and at the door, which
was thrown rudely open.
"Shcot down the dogs if one attempts to escape!" shouted Francisco.
A dozen brigands made a J.'ush for Chico and
wer e met by a ,vithering fire from the soldiers,
but not before their poniards had clashed
together in the traitor's heart.
He fell without a groan, but his body was
covered by those of four of his murderers.
Valiantly the brigands fought, there could be
but one outcome to the conflict, as they were
outnumbered. One by one they fell around their
gallant leader. At last the soldiers made a rush
at him from .., ll sides, _but just as they were closing in upon h:m he suddenly and in a twinkling
disappeared from their sight right through the
floor. Those who reached. the spot first saw a
trap slide quickly and heard the click of a bolt
and a mocking laugh in a woman's voice. That
was all and their victim had escaped! Carnaro
knew of the trap and had himself planned it.
He was met by Bianca, who had planned this
method of-&aving him, and she hurriedly dragged
him away through a dark and winding passage
despite his resistance.
"They have fired the cabins and have surrounded all. There is no other escape. It were
madness to attempt to face ·s uch odds."
"But, Bianca, what will they think?"
"There will be none left to think, thanks to
that villain Chico." In a few moments they
stood at the entrance of a small cavern opening
out upon a bluff, and the cool breeze blew upon
their heated cheeks. Bianca gave a whistle and
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two noble steeds trotted up to her and rubbed
their soft noses against her rounded shoulder.
"Bianca, what have you not dared? And for
what?"
"All for the love of thee, Guiseppe. I coµld
have dared a hundredfold more for thy sake.
Love for thee would make me brave a thousana
dangers that thy life }le spared."
"How can I leave my brave men to die alone, ·
when perhaps I might save them?"
"Thou canst not. Ha! do you hear that shout?
They have torn open the trap-door and are on
our track. "Mount-mount in haste and let the
horse have the rein; he knows where I would
have him go."
The woman stooped, and producing a flint and
steel, set fire to a mass of tow in her hand.
This she threw upon the ,end of a train of gunpowder, which,. carefu1ly covered by dry, loose
stones, had n9t been scattered, and then forcing
Carnaro to mount sprang lightly upon ::he ccher
horse and darted down the path calling upon her
comrade's steed to follow.
"\Vhat have you done, Bianca?"
"Taken steps to render their life on this earth
shorter and their entrance into Heaven quicker.
They O\!ght to thank me for it. Hark!"
A dull sound broke upon their ears, and,
looking l:>ack, Carnaro saw a sheet of flame shoot
upward, followed by a cloud of white smoke.
The train had done its work.
"Quick! There is even yet clanger to be feared.
Take this turning, not that."
"That leads directly to Naples."
"I know it, but my brother's vessel is at an-•
chor in the bay, and a boat from it will be waiting for us on the beach."
"How do you know?"
"I bespoke it this morn;ng."
"Did you then know of the intended attack of
the s9ldiers ?"
"No, but my minrl was made up to entice thee
away from thy rough life, to ind•1ce thee to live
honestly, that thou mightest die peacefu:ly in
thy bed and not by the hand of the assassin or
the soldier."
"And thou hast planned all this?"
"Aye, and more would I have done for love of
thee, Guiseppe, whom men call the bloody.
Thou hast ever been kind to me, dearest."
They arrive at Naples. The two enter a boat;
it :i-s pulled swi:(tly out to where the white sail
of a yacht is shining in the moonbeams, and they
are taken on board. The anchor is raised and the
little vessel skims over the moonlit sea.
Years afterward an aged couple living in the
south of France passed away from this life almost at the same time. They we1·e people of
moderate wealth, had many children, and were
greatly beloved and respected. No one know
that the white-haired, fine-looking old gentleman
was the once famous Neapolitan brigand, Carnaro, nor that his wife was the woman whose
love had saved him from an ignominious death.
The band was indeed exterminated and Francisco and the 1·est received their reward, but
the world from that time forth heard no more
of the renowned brigand so wonderfully saved
by love!
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
TROOPS ON MEXICAN BORDER
There are 22,807 officers and enlisted men of
the U. S. Army on duty in the Mexican border
districts, distributed, 5;755 in Arizona, 1,511 at
Eagle Pass, 903 at Laredo, 8,162 at El Paso,
2,554 at Brownsville, 1,671 at Big Bend and 2,251
at two posts in California and other stations.
Camp Travis, Texas, the permanent station of
the 2d Division, although comparatively near the
international boundary, is not considered a border station. Cavalry troops, of course, predominate on the border, and with infantry troops
compose approximately two-thirds of the forces.
The Quartermaster Corps has nearly 2,000 officers and men and the Field Artillery upwards
of 1,200.
FARMER FIGHTS OFF BULL
By gouging his fingers deep into a bull's eyes
as the animal repeatedly sought to gore him as he
lay p~·ostrate on the ground, Howard Richardson,
thirty-two, who lives with his wife on a farm east
of Victor, N . Y., succeeded in staving off the animal's attacks this afternoon until his brother-inlaw, Charles Lovejoy, obtained a rifle and killed
the animal.
The bull was the property of Herman Steffenhagen. The bull and some other cattle broke
Richardson
into one of Richardson's fields.
started to drive them out when the bull charged,
throwing him to the ground and stamping upon
him. Richardson was badly lacerated but is expPcted to recover.
THE RABBIT SKIDS
There are a lot of fellows with high-speed motor
cars who have undertaken the little job of running down a jackrabbit. They have been successful only when they got to crowding the rabbit
too close and he dodged back and got caught
under the wheels. Ordinarily the rabbit can make
the dodge back and be a mile away and just
loping along by the time the car is turned
around. The rnbbit is quite a dodger when it
comes to getting away. He seems to skid his
wheels and then put on a sort of sideslip. Motor
car drivers have often actually run down coyotes
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and sometimes they arc able to run down an antelope, but they seldom run down a jackrabbit.
Motorcycle riders often try the same sport. It
is quite exhilarating, but seldom produces results.
Any one traveling on the Kansas railroads will
notice that there always is a nice, smooth path
right along the edge of the ties on the track.
Any railroad man will tell you that the reason
for that nice little smooth trnck is a speedway
for the jackrabbits. Many engineers regularly
race with the rabbits every morning or evening.
The rabbits come up on the track and sit in the
middle until the train is about twenty feet
away. Then the rabbit gives one jump and lands,
going fast, right in the path, and the train and
rabbit are off at an even start for a race. The
rabbit may run ou.t of wind and quit to take a
re_st, b?,t he never lets that train get up even
with hm~. Any one with real sporting blood
should nde the cowcatchers of the fast trains
early in the morning or evening and see those
races. Only the engineer and fireman and an
occasional bum ever get to see the real sport.

LAUGHS
Mamma-Edith, can you tell me what "faith"
is? Edith (aged six)-Oh, yes; it's believing
what you know isn't the truth.
Husband-Eve1·ything in this house is out of
place. Been having an earthquake? Wife-I've
been putting things in order.
"If madame will pardon me, this suit does not
match her complexion as well as the other." "The
suit is all right. I want it to match a bull pup."

A little girl went with her aunt to see a brandnew baby, and wl1en she came home she exclaimed: "Oh, mamma, the baby cried until it
bent its face all over!"
Pittsburg Man-What would you folks do if
a mob of rioters should come charging down
Broadwayz New Yorker (busily)-Start a policeman to shooting at a dog.
"Why, is it," queried the fair widow, "that they
always say a man 'pines' for a woman?" ' "I suppose," growled the fussy bachelor, "it's because
pine is about the softest wood there is."
"I suppose you wouldn't believe," said the
manager, "that it cost me $25,000 to raise the
curtain on this show?" "I do," replied the critic.
"I'm surprised that they let you do it even for
that price."
He-Do you still feel angry with me? She-I
despise you! I abhor you! I hate you! HeThen perhaps you'd better break your engagement to accompany me to the opera. She-Oh, I
don't lrnte you so much as that.
"If you are looking for bargains,'' said the
broker, "I can suit you. I can offer you some
stocks at ten cents a share." "But why are they
so cheap?" demanded the lady shopper. "You see,
they have been slightly damaged by water."
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MOTH LIKE A BIG BIRD
To gain f'Ome idea of the splendor of some of
the \nirld's moths and butterflies, 01:e should
glance over nearly complete collections of them
from the tropics, to be found in the United
States National Museum. There is a superb series
that comes from Africa, wherein the "tails" to
the hinder pair of win g s are more than eiRht
inches in length. Then we have the gorgeous
Atlas moth of the East Indies th a t mea sures a
foot ao·os s from tip to tip of its upper wings. \
RESCUES WOMAN IN RAPIDS
Miss l\.'l:atilda Schoenert, of Philadelphia·, was
rescuer! :from the whirlpool rapid s at Niagara
Falls by Gordon W. Dnun, of Montreal, who was
Sfoverely ru t in the rescue. They ·were among the
passengers on a Gorge route trolley that was
blocked at the edi.;e of the whirlpool rap,ds by il
'faller. rock. The pas!'env.eTS got out of tl1e car
and v·ere waL1<ing on the brink of the river. The
girl fell over the slight embai, km.:mt some fifteen
f eet into the river, but caught and cllljilg to a
rock.
Dunn saw hev clanger and vaulted the em,,~n:, ment. He landed on a slight beach of rocks
and cut himself seyerely on hands ana head.
Gett in g to his feet he , eized the girl. Help was
auickly at hand and the pair were taken back to
Ni:aq·ara Falls. The girl is still suffering from
shock.
WHAT MAKES A COLD GLASS CRACK IF
WE PUT HOT WATER INTO IT?
Hot w ater will not always cause a cold glass
tn crack . but is very apt to, especially a thick
glass. The very thin glass will not craci<. The
test tubes u sed bv chemists are made of very
thin glass and will not crack when hot liquids are
·
poured in to them.
Vi111en a glass cra<'lrs alter you have poured a
hot quid into it, it does so becau se as soon as
the hot liquid is put in the particles of glass
·whir·h form the inside of the glass become heated
and e:-;:1; ?nd. Thev beirin to do thi" before the
partkks which form the outside of the glaE<; become heated, and in their efforts to expand the
inside pal'ticles of glass literally break away
from the narticles which form th e outside, causinv the c1:ack. The same thing happens if you
put cold water into, a hot glass, excenting in this
instance the inside particles of the _g·lass con:ract
befo1·e the particles which form the out.side of
the glass have had time to become cool and do
likewise.
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to the farmer's grain, says the Popular Scienci,
Monthly.
The !nsect is pl'ovided with a long, slender
proboscis, or snout, at the extremity of which is
a peculiar hook-like appendage. In the late summer, while t~1e nut is still green and te11der, the
mother we.evil ,ci;oes in search of a place to lay her
egg. Instmct has taught the mother weevil that
no b~tt~i; place could be found for her egg than
the ms1oe of a hazelnut, for there lies safety
for he:;.· egg _and ~ood for her offspring. So the
motl:ier weevil begins to peck away with her queer
lookmg ,:nout, and in clue time she has made a
tiny tum1el to the centre of the nut. Then she
lays an e!l.'g, poking it well down into foe tunnel
with her ~nout.
In a short timl) nnture closes the opening and
the_ egg li~s safely · within, finally hatching into
a little v,-hite grnb. The grnb fi11ds food a1Jlenty
and g'i"ows fat and rotund.
When the food is all gone and he is fu 11 grown
the baby weevil vnaws his way out of the hazel~
nut tbat has sheltered him and is ready for the
second st_eTJ in ],is development, that all-important
step which will transform him into a we vi1
~
exactly like his mother.
0
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GOOD READING
MCJRE TEACHERS THAN JOBS
The supply of teachers in Kansa:; this yea-r will
be greater than any time since before the war, it
was said recently at the office of l\liss Lorraine
Wooster, state; supehntendent. The inquiries
coming in from teachers are far greater than the
inquiries coming from boards seeking teachers, it
was said.
AN EAGESR RECRUIT
An illustration of the attraction which the
Army has for ambitious young Americans of
good chaiacter is afforded by the case of \V cb
Patterson, whose home is at Ro,·eclarc, Ill., as
recorded in the Register-Gazette, of Rockford, II I.
Patterson, who has just reached his eighteenth
year, has been waiting two years for the opportunity to enlist in the service. Being without
railroad fare he walked forty-two miles to the
nearest Army recruiting station, at Harrisburg,
Ill., where he told Lieut. Archie D. Alley, 53d
Inf., U. S. A., in charge of the office, of his desire to wear the uniform. He was quickly accepted and enlisted, sent to Camp Grant and
assigned to the 3d Field Artillery. Illustrations
in the newspaper show Patterson in hls ragged
clothes as he presented himself at the recruiting
office and in uniform, standing at attention two
hours later. Private Patterson evidently possesses the stuff of which soldiers are made.
LIKE MERRY-GO-ROUND
In >-Pite of the improved traffic regulations for
whfrh New York is noted and perhaps because
of the necessary delays occurring through congested streets, new methods of safety for foot
pasengers arc constantly being devLed. Two
methods that have been proposed are the rotary
turntable and the moving underground passageway. Both have been described and illustrated
by Edwin F. Linder in Science and Invention.
The rotary turntable is a sort of underground
merry-go-round. A large circular platform rotates about a centre post, which is geared to the
driving mechanism and connected to an electric
motor. The platform is reached from the sidewalks by stairway Qr moving incline. Going
down to the lover level by one of these tJ1e
pedestrian steps ab0ard at once, as the edge of
the platform travels slowly, close to the corner
station. He steps off as easily as soon as the
electrically lighted sign ·warns him that he has
arrived at such and such avenue 01· street.
The other device is a moving platform under
the street, electrically llghted and operated. 'l'his
platform woul<l carry the people below the street
and acro·s to another incline, opc:·ating upward
to an exit similarly situated on the opposita si.:le.
This type of conveyor wot,ld serve most efficiently by the construction of eight moving endless chain platforms, placed in pairs, each working in opposi'.e clirecti:ms. The four street corners are thus connected by these sub-surface
passages and c.! the platfo1·ms are kept in motion
contin11nl1:; hr the electric motors which dr~ve

them there would be no delay in getting quickly
J~t the same
time the surface street would be freed for the
use of motor cars, etc.

t? the other side of the crossing.

MICA MINING
Mica is_ one of the things, like jute, for which
for certam purposes no satisfactory substitute
Joas been discovered, and although it. is not, like
jute, an Indian monopoly, more than half the
wor!J's supply of the mineral comes from this
country. In India it is very widely distributed,
but the tracts in which it is found in plates of
~ufficient size to have a marketable value are few
and strictly defined.
Mica in more recent years has been mi11ed in
the Nellor district of Madras, but the main deposit is in a belt about eight miles long and
twelve bro~d whic~ li~s in the northern part of
the Hazar:bagh d1stnct and stretches into the
adjoining districts of Gaya and Monghyr. The
main centre for the industry is at Ko-:enna in
'
the Hazaribagh district.
Mica does not occur in thick .seams like coal
but in small deposits, or "books" and a mic;
mine. or quarry presents the appea{ance of a huge
rabbit warren, the workers burrowing from
"book" to "book" by passages that are somet;mes just sufficient to admit 'a small boy. In
most cases very primitive methods are used,
the lower levels of the mine being reached by
roughly made bamboo ladders and the excavatect
material being passed hand over hand from one
coolie to another. The bailing out of water !s
done in the same way by the use of buckets.
a:ml during three months in the monsoon operati,rn-, may be suspended altogether, the mica being
under \Yater.
Mica has been extensively used in the native
arts of India from time immemorial. The powdered mica is used in calico printinO' and bv
Wafhermrn to give a sparkle to cloth~ It is
substitute for glass in lanterns and the material
cut of V>'hich "unbreakable" lamp chimneys are
manufactured. It fills the peepholes of furnaces and is used for windo,vs in cases where
g!a.,s would breal~ in being exposed to extremes of
heat or to concussion. It is a glazing materia l
for pcttery, for pictures and for the backs of
mirrors. Indian artists have used it largely fer
paintings.
Mica also has a high reputation in Indian mecl:c\ne. It i~ used as a fncly ground powder.
either by itself or in combination with other
drugs; it is sair] to be a tonic. Indian medicine
classifies nearly all drugs and articles of diet
~nto two groups-th e "heating" and the ''coolmg"-ar d mica is said to be t,1e most efficacious
It is said
C\[ all the drugs in the lat!:er r:laEs.
that some Indian practitionerR have a secret
means of dissolving mica, but this is doubtful.
Such sC\lvent would be a great discovery, for it
would mean that mica could be used for the manu- ,
facture of unbre::ikable tumblers and decanters.
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GOVERNMENT
"YEGGS"
TEST BANK
VAULTS
Government experts are emulating the "Jimmy
of
Valentines"
the underworld at
the Bureau of
Standards in their
effort to de:i le
upon the ty_.,e cf
y,,uli to be select.ed for Federal
Reserve B o a r d
deposits. A number of vaults,
embodying t h e
latest anti-burglar ideas, have
been completed,
t•nd tests are now
under ,\'ay to determine i.C th y
a r e sufficiently
"proof" to be intrusted with the
millions of dollars which tbe
board distributes
among men~bers
of the Reserve
System.
] h e specimen
vaults are of concrete, reinforced
with various maguaranterials
teed to cli,courage
LLe most patient
drill pusher. fa
some of them
sheets of casehardened s t e c I
have been inserted between layers of concrete,
while iron rail~,
arranged in tiers,
have been place:!
in others. A
quantity of har:l
glass is to be
tested in one
vault, the opinion
having been expressed that this
material will clu1l
the sharp€;,: d1·ill,
while fusing before an oxycetylene torch.
Dynamfte a n d
the more strenuous "soups" will
be used by the
Government experts, as well as
every mechanical
method yet put
forward by the
masked cult.
0

DRAWS WONDERFUL PICTURE OF
CHRIST
On a Sund:1Y
morning
in
March, 1917,
while he was t!1
the County Jail
at San Bernardi n O , awaiting
trial, Ramon G~rc i a , ex-convict,
drew upon the
steel wall of his
box-like cell . a
picture of Chri st
on the Cross.
John N. Hilliard tells us that,
"With the stub of
an old pencil borrowed from . an
a cc O mmodatmg
jailer--'genius has
ever made use of
the first tool that
comes to handhe fa shioned . a
remarkable picture.
"And straightway
certain
events outside of
th e established
order happened.
L i k e concentric
rings upon the
face of the water
the fame of it
spread, crossing
the Sierras of
the Snows, going
beyond the Rocki e s , eventually
reaching the Atlantic hinterland.
''The man who
had pencilled the
picture on the
steel wall had
long since gone to
prison, but the
cell he had occupied in the County Jail had become a veritable
shrine. And the
tcv'n of San Bernardino had bcccme a place o-C
g 1· e at pilgrimage."
Eventually thP.
sci1tence of the
thr:ce - convict"d
:fe,cn was commi;.ted and already the · yoi:ng
Mexican has begnn to make
g0cd.
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SAMPLES FREEf

A book full 0~
cloth samples tn
all the latest colors, patterns, and weavesthe tlnestqualitytbatmoneyoan buy. Every
garment made to your measure, guaranteed
fa.st color and delivered free, llo 11111 charg11.

Your Suit Won't Cost a Cent

If you have a few hours spare time your own
1ult won't cost a cent. We are paying good
men $10.00 to $50.00 a week tor all or spare
time. , No experience needed. Send no
money-Just your name and ac.ldreaa.

LINCOLN WOOLEN MILLI CO., Dept 505, '·
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ACTUAL REPORTS
of Secret Service
_ _ _ DETECTIVE

FREE

~FREE

Do 7011 want to know exactly how the modern Secret Service mall
and Flnirer Print Expert 11olves the my11terloa of today? Would yoti
~ke to know the INSIDE facts oa REAL cases ? Then write at once
and we will isend you, FREE, actual reports made for the irreateat
Detective Aaeney la tba U.S.

Gold-plated LaTalllere an<I
Cllala, pair Earl:let,,, Goldplated Expautlan 8raeele&,
with Im. ffateb,cuaraate . .
quality and 3 Gold-plated.
Rllli'S ALL FREE forselltu2 ouly 1S piece•
Jewelry at 10 cents ••ch.

Be A Finger Print Expert
Many experts needed at big pay . This la your opportunity. Ge1
tbe11e tbrillinz reports, atudy them, and LEARN AT HOME how t o
malr:e a a uccess ln this fas c.inatintr pro.fesalou. Report.a and !ult par.
tic ulars FREE. Write NOW.

UNIVERSITY of APPLIED SCIENCE, Desk 1567
1920 Sunnyside Avenue

Colu,..la Novelty C••
Dep46G'&utH01W•, . . . .

Chicago. Ill.

CROWN YOUR TEETH

Our solid sold shells look like real

loms' Secrets or Wooing, Wi11in1 and Wedding
Thia book tel111 how to becla courtinc ••d bo"
t.o a-et over baahfulneu.
The way to write
love l•tters and hu., to w}b a rlrl'a favor . Tbe
way to put the qua•tloa to her •ud bow to 1nake
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(4'.9'd'~ Ward Pub. Co., Tilton, N. H.

~~a!·i.:.:!~'F:rl)O~;ue°n°ru.~
Slips right on over tooth. rea.dily

~ ~ 3 / adjustet!, removedany time, without
~ trouble. uuaramteed to fit Qlld please.
Sample, only 10c.,4for 25c., 12for 60c., postpaid. .

-SHEF NOVELn C0.,60StatioaD,Dopt.Sf3 ,NewYerk, !I.T.

30 Days' Trial BE WELL AND KEEP WELL 30 Days'Trial

The Roehe Electric Hygienic Machine
HELPS NATURE IN HER. FIGHT AGAINST DISEASES AND PAIN

u increases blood circulation, strengthens and soothes the nerves, brings sleep to the sleepless,
The Vigorous Man or Woman is Leader of All-Don't be a Dead One at 50
~ " 'I'

'

~ ~
~--::::

/1

You cannot realize the benefits derived
from this machine except you try it. One

::~tm~i;u~!~.

co~rm::uyo~oofs!~e:fu~~~~~
paralysis, locomotor ataxia, vertigo, apople.xy,
neuritis. rheumatism, lumbago, gout, hardening ef
the arteries or blah blood pressure, be suro to in•
,estiga.te this machine. For it wards off and over•
comes such ailments. Takes the place of exercise
and hand manipulaUon. Gives your muscles tlrm
elasticity. Be neither fat nor thin.
NORMALIZE YOUR WEIGHT
Do you realize what this ma.chine means to one
wanting 1n vital strength, or su.trerlng from general
weakness, ne"eus deb1llb". insomnia., consUpa.Uon,
headaches or pains through the bu.ck a'nd limbs f
I. !~r\~:ee
prostatic gland trouble,
Remember our ma.chines a.re not vibrators, but a
genuine health-helpinr. life-vro1ongtug apparatus.
AB olectrical manufacturers we build high-tre0.uen•
cy machines of
J

:d!rs ~~"'~:~fd~.r

nooH: FREE•· sl)8clal desli:n,

including our new combinaUon machine.f
"Hich-Ra:v." or, in other words, "Violet
Ray," which 1s operated from direct or al•,.
ternating current, and two No. 6 dry cells

Your Sanitarium at Homt,

furnish the pulsoraUnc and atomical vibra=·ibl;o/;

which so

tnvented and Patented

~o~cfcl!!t..Wth~:~h •:~~';t"'cfr,;:;:i by Prof. J. B.
commonly happens In cheap and Inferior machines.

Our machine should bo In ""l'Y home. Write for our trial offer and , testlmonialB.
women who want to become healthy, "ficorous and efficient. Address:

Rocho.

It la tor men and

ROCHE ELECTRIC MACIINE CO., Department I. I., GltAND RAPIDS, MICIIGAN, U. S. A.
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923 Young Wild West and "Monterey Bill"; or, Arietta's Game oj
Bluff,
02± Young Wild West aucf the Deadshot Cowboys; or. A High QI
'l'irue at Buckinghorn Rauch,
925 Young Wild West's Cavalry Charge; or, The.Shot That Save
•
Arletta's Life,
926 Young Wild West's Three-Day Hunt; or, The Raiders of Red
Ravine.
927 Young Wild West and "Silver Stream"; or, The White Girl Captive of the Sioux.
928 Young Wild We;at an,d the Disputed. Claim; or, Arletta's Golden
Shower,
929 Young Wild West and the Greaser Guide; or, The Trap That
!<'ailed to Worlc
030 Young WHd West's Ripping Round-Up; or, Arictta 's Prairie
Perl!.
931 Young Wild West's Toughest Trail; or, Baffled by Bandits.
932 Youug ·wnd West nt "Forbidden Pass"; aud, How Arietta Paid
I.he Toll.
933 Youug Wild West and the Indian Traitor; or, The Charge- of the
"Red" Brigade.
934 Young '(v-11d West and the lllnsked Cowboy; or, Arlelta's Ready
Rope.
935 Young Wild West and the Ranchero's Daughter; or, A Hot Old
Time In :Mexico.
936 Young Wild West and the Sand Hill "Terrors"; or, The Road
Agents of the Santa Fe Trail.
For sale q.v all newsdealers, or wlll be sent to any address on ,
receipt of prlce, 7 cents Jler copy, in n1oney or postag-e sta1ups, by
HARltY E. WOLFJ,', Pull., 166 West 23d St., Ne,v York.

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
No. 47.

Genuine Song-o-pbone cornet, solid metal,
highly poiished. Any one can play it. Given
for selling 25 J"ewelry Novelties at 10c each.
Ea1le Watch Co., Dept. 864, E. Boston, lllass.

HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A

HORSE.-A

complete treatise on the· horse. Describing the most useful horses
for. llusincss, the I.lest horses for the road; also valuable recipes for
diseases pecullnr to the horse.
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.-A handy book
tor !.Joys, containing full direcllons for constructlug canoes and the
most popular manner o! snl!lng them. Fully illustrated.
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE.-Givlug rules for conducting debates
outlines for debates, questions for discussion, and the best sources
tor procuring intormutlou on the questlou given.
No. 50. HOW TO STU1''1'' BIRDS AND ANDIALS.-A valuable
book, giving inst~uclions In collect1n·g, preparing, mounting and preserving birds. nnunnls und insects,
No. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CABDS.-Contn!ning explanations of the general principles of sleigh't-of-hand npp!Jcable to
ear<l tricks; of card tricks with ordinary cards, and not reQulrlnir
sleight-of-hand; of tricks involvlug sleight-of-hand, or the use ot
specially prepared car<ls. Illul!trnted.
For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any addreaa oa
receipt of price, lOc. per copy, or S tor 25c., in money or postaco
1,tampa, by
FRANK TOUSEY, Pub,. UIS West 2Sd St., New York.

I

WARN;ING
BIG VALUE for IO Cts.

0 SOn1s, wo(qs and music• 2,5 Pictures Pretty Girls;40 Wafs to Make
Book on
Money; 1 Joke Boolq
Love· I Magic Book; 1 Book Letter
Writing; 1 Dream Book and Fortune Teller; 1 Cook Book1 1 Base
Dall Dool., gives rules for games; 1
'£oy Maker Book; Language of
Plowers· I MorseTelegraphAlphabet· 12 ' Chemical Experiments;
Macie Age Table; Great North Pole
Game· 100 Conundrums; 8 Puzzles·
J2 Games· 30 Verses /or Autograph Albums. . Alf.
the above'by mail for 10 eta. and 2 eta. postage.
BOYAL SALES CO,, Box 20, South Norualk, Cona.

HOW TO MAKE LOVE'

..

(N&W BO~ K)Tells how to Get
A-equainted; How to Begin Courtship
How to Court a Ba1hful Girl; to Woo a
Widow;towln an Helresa: how to catch
a Rich Bachelor; how to manage your
beaut• make hhri rrop0<e;bow to make
your fellow or cir love you: whalto do
before and after tbe weddJn1:, Tells
other things necessary for I.overs to
know, Sample COE}' b-" mall 10 cen~

.BOI.&L BOO.It Cl0,1 Bo~

8 IW, llorwalk, Clou.

·11nor

do not
reiularpurgot!toa
llowi1,
lltepln~yovr
wou:oolq
nltd to
a
becOD:lt
11111\IJA 11nU•es: Ju,I try KOROLAX:

..rnJbt'a~tfi·:in:,i:;... ~!C:~~ ..~~
;:!:r.
Wlj~t. Kol'*IAX la relle! for m•ny ailments,

lncludina conatlvatlon, hoadach11. dizzy
tJJ:ilts, belch Int, 1118. heartburn .. torpid Uvet,
ba.d breath. .ne"ou1nes1. dyapeJ)8'1a, indta:cs·
tlon, obeait.T, mental and physical dullness.

OLD COINS WANTED
$2 to $:iOO EACH paid for Hundreds ot
Coins dated before 1895. Keep ALL old
:Money. You may !Jave Colns "orth a
Large Premium, Send 10c. for new
Illustrnled Coln Value Book, size 4x0.
Get Posted at On ce.
CLARKE COIN CO., Box 85, Le Roy, N. Y,

$

NO\'I, JAZZ '£11 UP, IOYS I A NEW AMO NiFTY INVENTIOrt

4

~

~~~~i~?::.=·~
f Slid~

Flule-Plccolo. play~d ln,lanllr.

2

!Sc AGENTS WANTE!f

IITEWART CO., 8!11'. W. '8th St., N. Y, Q

SO REN ESS- H EAL ED

Sore or open legs, ulcers, enlarged veins,
eczema hcakd while you work. Write for
free book null describe your own case .
A.O. Llepc, 1457 Green Bay A.v.,llfilwaukce, Wla.

